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There’s so much more to India than Delhi and Mumbai.
“It’s high time somebody looks seriously at [India outside Delhi and
Mumbai],” Vinod Surana, partner and CEO of Chennai-based full-service
law firm Surana & Surana, said when we visited his office recently.
By “somebody,” it was clear that Surana meant “somebody” like us,
“somebody” from an international magazine or newspaper, “somebody”
who has previously overlooked his city, and other cities like it, in favour of
yet another trip to Delhi or Mumbai, or possibly both.
Grumbling that most international magazines cover India mainly from the
perspective of its two largest cities, he drew an apt comparison: “Looking
only at Delhi and Mumbai is like saying all US law is based in Washington
and New York, and completely ignoring cities like Chicago, Atlanta and
Dallas.”
And with that, we were off on a week-long tour of India, visiting intellectual
property lawyers in Chennai and Ahmedabad, cities we had never, or only
rarely, visited. A couple of weeks later, two of our colleagues replicated the
trip in China, with stops in Chongqing, Nanjing and Hangzhou.
The result is a two-pronged story about what happens when intellectual
property rights owners act to protect their rights outside Delhi and Mumbai
and Beijing and Shanghai. The short version: intellectual property lawyers
in the secondary and tertiary cities of China and India are every bit as
passionate about the work they do as lawyers in the big cities are.
What we did find is that lawyers in the smaller cities have to spend a
significant amount of their time educating: educating their clients, educating
enforcement authorities, educating judicial officials.
“People understand that trademarks and brands go together, but for
patents, it’s very difficult to educate people,” says Ketana Babaria, director
at Babaria IP & Co in Ahmedabad. “It’s difficult to explain that an IP owner
can sell, assign or transfer your rights in his invention because he cannot
reach every corner of the world on your own.”
We also found success stories: Fang Shuangfu, a partner at T&C Law
Firm in Hangzhou, told our Amanda Shuai that in coastal Zhejiang, instead
of simply imitating others’ products, some enterprises are developing and
improving their products based on a prototype product. Fang told her about
a client who was sued for patent infringement by a shaver company. After
the case, the client undertook its own research and development and now
owns more than 60 patents on design and utility models based on the
prototype involved in the dispute.
Smaller cities in both countries have plenty to look forward to: economic
growth remains stable in India and China, and IP lawyers all around told us
about how they have witnessed increasing awareness of the importance
of intellectual property outside their country’s largest cities. They’ll have a
front-row seat to one of greatest shows imaginable.
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HONG KONG
Hong Kong Customs Appeals
to Young People Not To Sell
Counterfeits
The Customs & Excise Department
in Hong Kong carried out an operation
before the summer holiday to combat
the sale of counterfeit goods at street
level in various districts and on internet
platforms. The department stopped
31 suspected cases in stepped-up
enforcement action in June. A total
of 42 people, including 20 men and
22 women, aged between 19 and 68,
were arrested. Suspected counterfeit
goods including stationery, mobile
phone cases, cosmetics, hair curlers,
handbags, clothes, shoes and other
items with a total value of about
HK$340,000 (US$44,000) were seized
in the operation.
Of the 42 arrested, seven were under
age 22. In the first six months of 2014,
the number of arrested persons under
age 22 has risen by 67% compared to

Hong Kong Customs efforts to combat the sale of counterfeit goods resulted in
the arrest of 42 people, including seven under the age of 22.

“

Counterfeiters come in all
shapes and sizes and are not
linked to any one age group.
They can vary from ‘mum
and dad’ operations to more
organized-type crime.

”

the same period in 2013.
“Statistics like these tend to
reflect enhanced investigation and
enforcement by the likes of Customs
& Excise and need to be kept in
perspective,” says Warren Ganesh,
senior consultant at Smyth & Co in
association with RPC in Hong Kong.
In the cases, most of the young
offenders participated in the sale of
suspected counterfeit goods on internet
platforms, such as auction sites or
social networks, during their leisure
time. Some of them were part-time
salespersons at shops or stalls selling
suspected counterfeits.
“In Asia generally, it is not unusual
in some business sectors to hear
employees running their own small
businesses or contributing to their
family businesses during office hours.

4
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Concerned
employers
need to be alert to this
and have appropriate
policies in place; while
also
communicating
those
policies
to
employees, in a manner
that is consistent with the
firm culture,” says Jason
Carmichael, a partner at
Smyth & Co in association
with RPC. “Counterfeit
dealings by an employee
at work can carry obvious
reputational risk for an

employer.”
Guy Fong, group head of Intellectual
Property Investigation (Operations),
said at a July 3, 2014, press conference
that some youngsters were involved in
selling counterfeits for quick money,
and some believed that selling
counterfeits on internet platforms would
not be easily detected. Some of them
have the misconception that they are
not committing a crime as they have not
claimed the goods as genuine or they
do not know the goods are counterfeit.
“It is a mistake to think counterfeit
transactions done online do not
leave an evidential trail; they do and
regulators know this,” says Davina
Turnbull, an associate at Smyth & Co
in association with RPC. “As for raising
awareness of counterfeits, it is not just a
matter of enforcement; more education,

incentive and industry engagement are
required.”
The quality of counterfeits can
depend on what goods are involved
and their sources, says Beverly Yee,
a senior associate at Smyth & Co in
association with RPC. “For example, a
fake Rolex watch may be pretty easy
to spot (from the feel and movement of
the second hand).”
Fong appealed to members of the
public to respect IPRs and not to get
involved in the selling of counterfeits.
He appealed to youngsters to stay alert
and not to be involved in such activities
during the summer holiday. They
should remain vigilant when applying
for summer jobs. Parents are also
reminded to guide their children so as
to prevent them from infringing the law.
“Counterfeiters come in all shapes
and sizes and are not linked to any one
age group. They can vary from ‘mum
and dad’ operations to more organizedtype crime,” says Jason Carmichael, a
partner at Smyth & Co in association
with RPC.
“With today’s youngsters growing
up in a digital age, it no longer matters
where in the world an infringer is
based, particularly when operating
via an online platform,” says Rebecca
Williams, a registered foreign lawyer at
Smyth & Co in association with RPC.
- Johnny Chan
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SINGAPORE
Singapore Passes Amended
Copyright Act
The Singapore parliament has
recently passed amendment to the
Copyright Act.
In addition to amending the act to
afford persons with reading disabilities
greater opportunities to access
copyrighted works in line with the
Marrakesh Treaty, one key measure
of the amendment is to allow rights
owners to obtain blocking orders
against infringing websites. They will
now be able to apply directly to the
court, instead of having to first establish
a network service provider’s liability
for copyright infringement, according
to Senior Minister of State for Law
Indranee Rajah at the second reading
of the bill.
The avenue of obtaining “siteblocking” injunctions will be effective
to take down infringing websites.
The current regime of serving “notice
and take-down” on a network service
provider (NSP) requiring it to disable
access or remove infringing material
does not always succeed, says
Stanley Lai, partner and head of the
intellectual property practice at Allen
& Gledhill in Singapore. It is not a
statutory requirement to comply with a
take-down notice. If an NSP does not
comply with a “notice and take-down”
notice, he says the rights owner will
have to establish liability on the part
of the NSP for copyright infringement,

IP rights owners will have more tools to fight online infringement under
Singapore’s amended copyright act.

be a no-fault regime for NSPs. Although
the notification of website owners is
required under the amendments, it
is also recognized that anonymity in
cyberspace may render notification a
challenge, and to this end, the Court
may in certain circumstances dispense
with notification, says Lai.
With copyright piracy
over the internet, Cheah
Yew Kuin, local principal
of the intellectual property
Once the new amendments practice group at Baker &
& Leow
are fully in place, rights McKenzie.Wong
in Singapore, says there
owners
should
be
more is not going to be any
encouraged to implement magic bullet or one-sizenew initiatives to fight against fits-all solution. However,
this new amendment
online infringement.
will add a valuable tool
in the arsenal of rights
owners to assist them in
their fight against online
piracy, he says.
Once the first few applications are
and compel it by injunction to disable
successful, one should see the number
access or remove infringing material.
of infringing downloads decrease
Following the amendment of the
following the implementation of the
Copyright Act, it will not be necessary
amendment, Lai says.
to establish liability against the NSP
“Once the new amendments are fully
when obtaining an injunction under the
in place, rights owners should be more
new Section 193DDB. This may mean
encouraged to implement new initiatives
earlier resolution of the matter, and will

“

”
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to fight against online infringement,”
says Cheah. “I believe some will take
advantage of these new provisions
and take action against websites which
flagrantly distribute infringing content.
In particular, both the film and music
industries have been lobbying for such
enhanced enforcement measures
as they are the industries most
significantly hit by internet piracy. We
would certainly expect members from
these industries to take advantage of
these new amendments once they are
fully implemented.”
George Hwang, director at George
Hwang LLC in Singapore says if the
law is to be effective, it needs to change
the mindset of the internet users. “This
is the root of the problem. To be truly
effective, the law should make it easy
for copyright holders to prosecute
home infringers.”
Singapore has often used the law
as an educational instrument, says
Hwang. “Where the law does not affect
the home infringers directly, we are not
likely to see much of a change in the
long run. The music and film industry
has been ‘educating’ the public for
at least 30 years. Where copyright
infringement is not perceived as theft,
few are likely to refrain from a simple
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click.”
The biggest challenge faced by rights
owners is the ease with which infringing
content can be distributed over the
internet, says Cheah. In addition, savvy
infringers hide behind multiple layers of
protection, making them difficult to locate.
Websites which are taken down can also

The amendment sets out nonexhaustive statutory considerations to
determine whether a website blatantly
infringes copyright. In time, Lai says
the Courts will set the parameters as to
what constitutes a “flagrantly infringing
online location” for a Section193DDB
injunction to apply, and the common
law will evolve to define
the scope of these siteblocking orders.
From the perspective
Singapore ranked 4th out of of a NSP, Cheah says
18 countries in Asia, and 12th “we see NSPs taking
proactive role
out of 38 countries globally, ato more
work with rights
in terms of the number of owners to fight internet
downloads
of
infringing piracy.” One reason is
that increasingly, more
content per internet user.
network service providers
are themselves becoming
content providers. As
such, it would directly
benefit such network
be easily moved to new and alternative
service providers to work hand in hand
locations on the internet. “Despite these
with rights owners to stop internet
challenges, the new amendments
piracy, he says.
provide rights owners with another
The amendments will require that
manner to control the flow of infringing
the NSPs evolve beyond the role of
content by hindering a user’s access to
being mere conduits of transmission,
these infringing websites,” he says.
and implement actual disablement of
Lai further notes that there are
access to infringing websites. Much
other challenges that should be
more will be expected of NSPs, and
considered. With many websites, he
their subscribers will also have to
says the content may be mixed subject
understand the ramifications, says Lai.
matter, comprising both infringing
The court will also consider
and legitimate material. Under the
protestations that go beyond the
new Section 193DDB regime, these
question of whether a website is the
sites may not necessarily constitute
proper target for site blocking, including
“flagrantly infringing online occasion.”
the technical feasibility and burden of

“

”

compliance with such an injunction, and
any consequential effect this may have
on the NSP’s business and operations,
Lai says, adding that procedural
safeguards also exist for NSPs to apply
to vary or revoke site blocking orders.
Rajah cited the statistics by Vobile’s
independent 2012 survey, Singapore
ranked 4th out of 18 countries in Asia,
and 12th out of 38 countries globally,
in terms of the number of downloads of
infringing content per internet user.
One possible reason for the high level
of internet piracy in Singapore may be
the perceived lack of consequence
of enforcement or action being taken
against users who download such
infringing content, says Cheah. There
is also a false sense of entitlement
among the younger population to free
content over the internet. “While this
is not something that can be changed
overnight, it is hoped that with an
increased level of public education
and stronger enforcement actions
being taken, we can slowly change the
public’s attitude and reduce the level of
internet piracy within Singapore.”
“From what I can see, the success of
the music industry in countries where
flagrantly infringing sites have been
blocked, they have been working with
payment systems,” says Hwang. These
systems refuse to work with copyright
infringers. Where there is no revenue,
they naturally close down. Such an
initiative has to come from the private
sector, he says.
- Amanda Shuai

Lawyers hope that with an increased level of public education, authorities can slowly
reduce the level of internet piracy within Singapore.
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PEOPLE & PLACES

CHINA
Yu
Du
has
been promoted
to partner at
IP boutique MMLC
Group. She is based
in Beijing. She has
experience in all types of commercial
contracts affecting the media and
telecoms industry in China; the
registration of trademarks, designs
and patents, as well as opposition
proceedings, licensing and royalty
remittance issues; tax, employment,
FDI and restructuring; and other
areas. Prior to joining MMLC, she
worked as Asia legal counsel for
a major Chinese media company,
focusing on business transactions
and IP matters.
Jacob Chen, head of dispute
resolution
in
Rouse’s
Guangzhou office, has been
promoted to executive. His practice
mainly covers trademark litigation,
unfair competition litigation and domain
name dispute resolution.
has
represented
both
Chen
domestic and international clients
before Chinese authorities, courts,
the Domain Name Dispute Resolution
Centre and the WIPO Arbitration and
Mediation Centre, advising clients on
both contentious and non-contentious
IP matters.

HONG KONG
Ada
Leung
has succeeded
Peter Cheung
as
director
of
the
Hong
Kong
Intellectual Property
Department. Cheung was placed on
pre-retirement leave after nearly 40
years of service.
Leung joined the government in
1983, and was promoted to assistant
director of intellectual property in
June 2002 and to deputy director of
intellectual property in June 2012.
“Mr Cheung has served with
dedication in the Civil Service
throughout the years. As the director
of intellectual property, Mr Cheung
has led the department to deliver
quality patent, trademark, and designs
registration services to the public. He

July 2014

has also devoted sustained efforts in
the review of the patent system and
promoting intellectual property trading
in Hong Kong. We sincerely wish
him a happy retirement,” said Paul
Tang, secretary for Hong Kong’s civil
service.

INDIA
IP
and
corporate lawyer
Raghunath
Ananthapur has been
promoted to partner
at Tatva Legal in
Bengaluru. Ananthapur was part of
a group of 50 lawyers who left Delhibased Dua Associates in 2010 to set
up Tatva, where he was previously a
manager.

JAPAN
A month after global firm
Squire
Sanders
merged
with Washington, DC-based
Patton Boggs to form Squire Patton
Boggs, the firm announced that it
had acquired Tokyo-based corporate
and transactional practice Mamiya
Law Offices, which it says will bolster
its intellectual property and financial
services practices which are already in
place in Tokyo.
“We have developed a strong
relationship with [firm founder
Jun Mamiya], having first worked
together almost 20 years ago. Not
only do we share a number of major
public institutional clients, but there
are synergies with our financial
services and intellectual property
practices in Tokyo, which will lead
to new and exciting opportunities
in Japan as well as elsewhere
around the world,” said Ken Kurosu,
Squire Patton Boggs’ Asia regional
coordinator and office managing
partner in Tokyo.
The Squire Sanders-Patton Boggs
merger resulted in a law firm of
approximately 1,600 lawyers spanning
45 offices in 21 countries around the
world, including Beijing, Hong Kong,
Perth, Seoul, Shanghai, Singapore,
Sydney and Tokyo, as well as a
strategic alliance with Melli Darsa & Co
in Jakarta.

THE PHILIPPINES
E d m u n d
B a r a n d a ,
m a n a g i n g
partner at Baranda and
Associates, has been
promoted to executive
at Rouse. Baranda and Associate’s is
Rouse’s associate firm in the Philippines.
Baranda has extensive experience in
drafting patent specifications, advising
on freedom-to-operate searches and
prosecuting local and international
patent applications. He is also involved
in patent litigation, particularly patent
cancellation and patent infringement
actions in the pharmaceutical field, and
trademark/copyright litigation.

TAIWAN
Horng-Dar
Lin has joined
Winston
&
Strawn in Taipei, where
his practice will focus
on both intellectual
property litigation and corporate
counseling. He joins the firm from
Sovereign Law Office where he served
as founder and managing partner.
“We are delighted to welcome HorngDar to the firm,” said John Alison, office
managing partner, Winston & Strawn
Taipei.
From 2010 to 2013, Lin served as
vice president of Hon Hai Precision
Industry (also known as Foxconn
Technology
Group)
where
his
responsibilities included both corporate
and IP strategy and the reorganization
of several Hon Hai subsidiaries. He is
the first lateral partner to join Winston &
Strawn’s Taipei office since its opening
in April 2014.

THAILAND
M a n o o n
Changchumni,
a
qualified
Thai patent agent and
attorney at law, has
been
promoted
to
executive at Rouse. Changchumni
has more than 18 years’ IP experience
in Thailand, where he handles a wide
range of matters.
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YOUR VIEW

Why Hong Kong’s Copyright (Amendment) Bill 2014 is right
to reject a general exception for UGC

White Paper recently published by the European Commission
summing up the results of the consultation (made available
through the IPKat weblog – ipkitten.blogspot.com – on June 23,
To the Editor:
2014) has adopted a prudent approach which accords with our
main suggestions. This is why I also follow with attention the
The issue of user-generated content (UGC) concerns key preparatory work of the copyright amendments in Hong Kong
aspects of copyright, such as internet uses and possible where the issue of UGC has also surfaced.
exceptions and limitations, with which I have dealt with quite
There are at least seven reasons for which Hong Kong policy
intensively. I was the Assistant Director General of WIPO in makers are right to follow the judicious European approach rather
charge of copyright during the negotiation and adoption of than rushing to legislate on UGC as a generic concept.
the two WIPO “Internet Treaties.” Moreover, the first thorough
1) The first reason is that the Copyright (Amendment) Bill
interpretation of the “three-step test” for exceptions to and 2014 does address the issue of UGC where it is necessary for
limitations of intellectual property rights was made by a WTO establishing due balance of interests, for guaranteeing freedom
panel in which I was the intellectual property expert (see WTO of expression and for providing an adequate legislative basis
document WT/DS/114/R).
for flourishing creativity of online users – but only there. The bill
For this reason, I followed with interest the preparation of the contains provisions on parody, a typical form of UGC creation
Canadian provisions on UGC, and I pointed out the unintended which truly should not be subjected to authorization by the
consequences they might create; in particular, the possible authors of the “targeted” works because it could unduly restrict
conflicts with the WIPO Treaties and the three-step test (see the freedom of expression. This has been a concern in the EU
my paper at www.copyrightseesaw.net). In the meantime, the as well; the above-mentioned draft EC White Paper points out
issue has also been addressed in the framework of the recent exactly the availability of exceptions for parody, quotations and
European Union consultation on the future of copyright, in which incidental use of works when it concludes that no general UGC
I intensively participated as the chairman of the working group on exception is needed.
UGC in my country. I have noted with satisfaction that the draft
The Hong Kong bill also includes provisions on a quotation
exception; this is specifically provided
in Article 10(1) of the Berne Convention
under strict conditions for certain purposes
such as commenting on existing works.
In view of this, it is not clear what else the
separate exception for “commenting on
current events” might mean under the Bill.
In order to avoid possible conflicts with the
international treaties, it would be advisable
to clarify and narrow the scope of that
exception, preferably along the lines of
Article 10bis of the Berne Convention.
2) The second reason is that the
concept of UGC is too broad and vague.
As a result, a general exception for UGC
may hardly meet the first condition (“step”)
of the three-step test (first adopted in Article
9(2) of the Berne Convention for the right
of reproduction then extended to copyright
in general by Article 13 of the TRIPS
Agreement and Article 10 of the WCT, by
the WPPT to related rights and Article 30 of
the TRIPS Agreement even to patent rights);
namely, that an exception or limitation may
only be provided in a special – limited and
duly determined – case. This would still
also be true if the concept were somewhat
narrowed to adaptions of existing works by
users. Conflict with the first step is sufficient
for an exception to fail the text; however, a
further analysis would also prove that such
an exception would not fulfill the second and
third conditions of the text either.
3) The third reason is that opening
the gates broadly, for any kind of UGC,
might also lead to conflicts with authors’
There are at least seven reasons for which Hong Kong policy makers are
moral right under Article 6bis of the Berne
right to follow the judicious European approach rather than rushing to
Convention to oppose any alteration of
legislate on UGC as a generic concept.
their works that would be prejudicial to their
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honour or reputation.
4) The fourth reason is that, in fact, there does not seem to
be any real need to legislate on UGC as a general concept. The
situation is hardly different in Hong Kong from the EU where the
above-mentioned draft EU White Paper notes: “There is a lack
of evidence that the current legal framework for copyright puts a
brake on or inhibits UGC (absence of ‘chilling effect’)”.
5) The fifth reason is that the criterion frequently presented
as a guarantee to avoid conflicts with normal exploitation of
works – namely that a general UGC exception would only be
applicable in the absence of commercial purposes – is hardly
a true guarantee. If an unauthorized adaptation (see Article 12
of the Berne Convention) is uploaded on the internet without
profit-making purposes, its impact on the normal exploitation of

certain uses, “[t]he economic incentive to create and to invest in
new works could weaken, with the dynamic, medium- to longerterm effect being that the production of creative content could
be reduced.” Umberto Eco writes about this in his essay on
“The Future of Book“ from another angle (he speaks about easy
production of electronic variants from the viewpoint of books,
but his words are valid for any valuable works on key issues of
human life without the sustainable creation of which in the 21st
century cultural degradation might take place):

A book offers us a text which, while being open to multiple
interpretations, tells us something that cannot be modified.
Suppose you are reading Tolstoy’s War and Peace: you
desperately wish that Natasha will not accept the courtship
of that miserable scoundrel Anatolij; you
desperately wish that the marvellous
person who is Prince Andrej will not die,
and that he and Natasha will live together
There does not seem to be any real need to forever. If you had War and Peace
on a hypertextual and interactive CDlegislate on user-generated content as a ROM, you could rewrite your own story
according to your desires; you could
general concept.
invent innumerable “War and Peaces,”
where Pierre Besuchov succeeds in
killing Napoleon, or, according to your
penchants, Napoleon definitely defeats
General Kutusov. What freedom, what
excitement!...
the works concerned (the second part of the “three-step test”)
Alas, with an already written book, whose fate is determined
is hardly different from the case where profit is a purpose! (The
by repressive, authorial decision, we cannot do this. We are
difference is not in the loss caused to the owners of rights but
obliged to accept fate and to realise that we are unable to
only in the profit gained by others.) It is notable that even if the
change destiny. A hypertextual and interactive novel allows
adaptation does not generate profit for its creator, the websites
us to practice freedom and creativity, and I hope that such
on which UGC adaptations are included are themselves usually
inventive activity will be implemented in the schools of the
profit-oriented (based, in general, on advertisement money).
future. But the already and definitely written novel War and
6) The sixth reason is that appropriate licensing mechanisms
Peace does not confront us with the unlimited possibilities of
have been developed and are ever more broadly offered by
our imagination, but with the severe laws governing life and
owners of rights and their representative bodies. The EC White
death.
Paper mentions this as a fundamental means of facilitating UGC
creation. The system outlined on the www.ugcprinciples.com
For all these reasons, Hong Kong is wise to reject the idea of
website and applied in practice on You Tube by Google is also a a broad UGC exception and rather to choose a solution which
good example.
guarantees safe harmony with the international treaties.
7) The seventh reason is a genuine “last-but-not-least” one
and may also serve as a summary: “Mash-ups,” “memes” and
Mihály J Ficsor
similar electronically generated secondary productions based
Budapest, Hungary
on existing works are widespread new forms of creativity which
in certain specific cases (such as parody) should be supported
by fine-tuned exceptions. However they may not be regarded Mihály J Ficsor is former director and deputy director general of
as being able to come anywhere close to replacing mainstream the World Intellectual Property Organization in charge of copyright
original works requiring serious creative efforts and financial and related rights. He serves the World Trade Organization
investments. Possible exceptions aimed at facilitating secondary as a member of the roster of intellectual property experts for
productions must not endanger the sustainable creation and dispute settlement panels, and has served as co-chairman of
production of the primary works.
the UNESCO Working Group preparing the draft UNESCO
The draft EC White Paper warns that, although new exceptions Convention on the Protection and Promotion of Diversity of
may result in easier access in the short term to existing works for Cultural Expressions.
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Off the Beaten Path: China

When discussing IP matters in China, the attention is mostly on so-called first tier cities – Beijing,
Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen – because of their economic development level. But, as
Amanda Shuai discovered, China’s other cities also have vibrant intellectual property practices.

ay any amount of attention to the news in China and you’ll
know that the economy is growing rapidly. Investors who
believe that Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen
have been saturated for business development are steering
their capital to second- and third-tier cities for more potential
opportunities. Yet the level of economic development in those
cities is unbalanced, which might lead to different levels of IP
awareness.
“Along with global economic integration, enterprises’ awareness
is improving, only at a different pace,” says Sun Weizeng,
director at Shaanxi Zengrui Law Firm in Xi’an. The awareness
in second- or third-tier cities in general may not be as good as
it is Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou, but the difference also
depends on the types of enterprises, Sun says. For knowledgeintensive enterprises, awareness is usually higher as they tend
to have large patent portfolios, while awareness of IP is weaker
in labour-intensive companies.
In places where the economy develops well, more attention
will be paid to IP development and protection, says David Wang,
managing partner and head of the international team at Zhishi
Law Firm in Nanjing. For instance, Zhejiang, a place which used
to have many counterfeits and infringing activities, has started
to understand the importance of protecting IP as its economy
develops.

P

Unbalanced Awareness of IP

On the coastal side of China, the level of IP awareness in

July 2014

enterprises is growing. In Zhejiang, instead of simply imitating
others’ products, some enterprises are developing and improving
their products based on a prototype product. Fang Shuangfu, a
partner at T&C Law Firm in Hangzhou, had a client who was
sued for patent infringement by a shaver company. After the
case, the client undertook its own research and development
and now owns more than 60 patents on design and utility models

China’s 10 Largest Cities by Population
Shanghai

22,265,426

Beijing

19,295,000

Tianjin

11,090,314

Guangzhou

11,070,654

Shenzhen

10,357,938

Wuhan

9,780,644

Dongguan

8,220,937

Chengdu

7,677,122

Chongqing

7,457,589

Nanjing

7,165,828

Source: Census of China 2010. Populations reflect those of
the city proper.
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based on the prototype involved in the dispute.
The awareness in cities such as Qingdao, Jinan and Yantai
in Shandong, is rather strong, as enterprises have realized the
importance of IP. Enterprises in those cities voluntarily apply for

primary development stage in which IP protection is not yet on
the table to be discussed, says Tom Wu, an attorney at Senswins
Solicitors in Chongqing. “Enterprises can only reply on imitation
as a shortcut to start its business. It is a process of development
in places whose economy is at a primitive
level.”
Trademark
is
a
systematic
development, from design to application
Due to small companies’ low to registration to commercialization,
management and protection. Many
innovation level, they would hope to enterprises in Chongqing are motorcycle
car parts manufacturers. Yuan Ye,
use others’ technologies and work in and
general manager of Chongqing Southa rather loose legal environment for west Trademark Service, says that for
those manufacturers, since their products
their own good.
are not sold directly to consumers,
- Cao Xucheng, partner, they often do not feel the need to have
trademarks, he says.
			
Exceedon & Partners, Chongqing
Yuan says the competition among
same-quality products is another
reason for not having high trademark
awareness. The innovation level in many
industries in Chongqing is not high and
products from each manufacturer are
trademarks and patents, and actively take effective measures largely the same. Facing the same quality, consumers have
to stop infringement, says Zhang Guoquan, deputy director and no idea of what the brand means to them. “Trademarks should
head of the IP team at Shandong Ya & Tai Law Firm in Qingdao. be tied up with specific characteristics of the product, to create
In Chongqing, a major city in Southwest China and one of the business values. Enterprises not focusing on establishing the
five national central cities, local enterprises’ IP awareness is unique characteristics of a brand would easily fall into a price
polarized. Well-developed enterprises, such as big motorcycle war,” says Yuan.
manufacturers, have realized the
importance of IP rights protection, while
small enterprises that are still developing
might not even be capable of creating
their own rights, says Cao Xucheng,
After coming back to Chongqing, I
a partner at Exceedon & Partners in
could feel the difference in terms of
Chongqing. “Due to small companies’
low innovation level,” Cao says “they
the needs for IP service, legal fees
would of course hope to use others’
charged and IP awareness. Only large
technologies and work in a rather loose
legal environment for their own good.”
companies with core technology or
Enterprises still lacking IP awareness
will only learn their lessons when hurt
trademark would need legal counsel,
by lawsuits, Wang Yang, a partner at
and they expect lawyers to provide a
Exceedon, adds. “After all, IP is an
intangible asset whose importance really
full range of services, not limited to
depends on an enterprises’ mind-set.”
IP.
Wang, who used to work in Beijing,
says the gap of awareness is obvious.
- Wang Yang, partner,
In Beijing, local enterprises have specific
			
Exceedon & Partners, Chongqing
needs for IP legal services. “After
coming back to Chongqing, I could feel
the difference in terms of the needs for
IP service, legal fees charged and IP
awareness. Only large companies with
core technology or trademark would
need legal counsel, and they expect lawyers to provide a full
Tower Chen, a partner at Haworth & Lexon in Chongqing,
range of services, not limited to IP.” Moreover, Wang says the says the local government has had promotional and educational
liaison person between the enterprise and the law firm is usually programmes to help raise the awareness of intellectual property,
an administrative staff member without a legal background.
as well as incentives to encourage IP applications.
Unlike coastal cities which might have more business interaction
In 2009, the Chongqing government included IP protection in
and cooperation with each other, the economic development in its comprehensive management plan, which also includes public
inland cities like Chongqing is slower. Enterprises are still in a security. “This inclusion is an indication that the government is
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documents. However, we didn’t see any action taken days after
the exhibition was over.”
Chongqing is home to the Southwest University of Political
Science and Law, says Wang Yang, which has graduated many
members of the police force, prosecutor’s
office and courts. Their legal knowledge,
background and awareness should be
similar to their counterparts in Beijing,
At a stage where IP awareness is Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen,
he says. “The most important problem is
polarized, administrative incentives the awareness of local enterprises, our
and financial subsidy measures are clients.”
“What we commonly encounter is that
a direct way to reduce the gap and courts in different places have different
towards similar cases,
to encourage individuals to submit understandings
resulting in divergent or even opposite
applications. The effect has been court decisions,” says Ying Zhengfang,
a lawyer at JunAn Lawyer in Hangzhou.
significant.
He notes that sometimes the Supreme
- Yu Jinxi, director, Court takes a “no comment” position for
this situation, refusing to clarify the law.
		
Weixin Intellectual Property Office, Chongqing
Enforcement is relatively weak in
second and third tier cities, but Sun
says the gap in enforcement is only
temporary. Economic development and
trading activities cannot be limited to
only Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou,
IP protection. Only when there is enough brand awareness will and with market expansion, enforcement will become better.
enterprises enter a healthy circle that more investment on IP Eventually, Sun expects IP protection and enforcement to reach
development at the beginning will result in less money spent for the same level.
protection.”
paying much attention to IP protection,” says Tom Wu.
“I think Chongqing at the moment is still in the phase of paying
tuition fees,” says Lily Zhang, senior partner at Solton & Partners
in Chongqing. “Enterprises have not paid enough attention to

“

”

Government Support

Difference in Enforcement

For applications of patents in general, many cities have local
Cao says the local IP office in Chongqing intends to improve policies to subsidize the fees incurred. The subsidies include
enforcement by issuing regulations and policies. However, “this application fees and monetary rewards for successfully-granted
is more of a formal way to enforce rather than doing actual work patents. Such policies help raise IP awareness by encouraging
due to lack of staff,” he says. There
have been many seminars and talks
for education and promotion purposes,
but not many active actions to fight
infringement.
IP owners need to realize the purpose
How enterprises and administrative
of registering a trademark is to be
authorities act at product exhibitions
demonstrates the gap between IP
able to take legal action against
awareness in second- and third-tier cities
and China’s larger cities. Wu Aicheng,
illegal use, instead of targeting the
a partner at Guangxian Law Offices in
money.
Chongqing, was an in-house counsel
in 2007 when he went to the China
- Tower Chen, partner,
Import and Export Fair in Guangzhou
		
		
Haworth & Lexon, Chongqing
to see if any of his employer’s products
were infringed. After making complaints
about a product highly similar to a patent
owned by the company, he says the
organizers asked the suspected product
be removed from the fair immediately.
“Such events are time-sensitive. If you don’t take action until after enterprises to form a habit of applying to protect their assets,
protecting their IP without a high cost, says Dai Xiaoxiang,
the exhibition, it will be meaningless.”
At a similar function in Chongqing, Wu had a different director at Zhejiang Shine Law Firm in Hangzhou.
Yu Jinxi, director of Chongqing Weixin Intellectual Property
experience. Last year, at the China International Motorcycle
Trade Exhibition in Chongqing, “we also discovered a product Law Office, says that “at a stage where IP awareness is polarized,
that might be infringing one of my clients’ patents. I did the same administrative incentives and financial subsidy measures are
thing by complaining to the organizers in Chongqing with relevant a direct way to reduce the gap and to encourage individuals to
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submit applications. The effect has been significant. However, as
the number of applications increases, the focus should be turned
to patent protection and commercialization guidance, which shall
be the direction of future policy reforms.”

claimed to ensure successful application, says Alex Liu, a partner
at KF Partners in Hangzhou.
“Patent application has become a tool for enterprises to be
qualified as high-tech companies, who will then enjoy government
subsidies and tax preference policies,”
says Yan Wei, a partner at Chongqing
Hengze Law Firm. The agencies that
assist with the applications are also
Without government interference, winners, as the applications are helpful
to their business, he says.
the number of applications can As a consequence of government
objectively reflect local economic incentive, those who expect quality
applications for better protection might
development. With administrative lose faith in patent applications since
other patents are in question,
measures adjusting the market, the many
says Liu Chengqun, an attorney and
increase of trademark applications patent agent at Nanjing Tianhua Patent
& Trademark Agent. “Although the
does not come along with better quantity goes up, it, in a way, lowers
economic development in the area. the awareness level. The increase of
low-quality patent applications is like
- Yuan Ye, general manager, a diamond turning into a cobblestone
Chongqing South-west Trademark Service, Chongqing which people would not care about as
much. This is not what we want.”
Foreign companies are generally more
cautious about the patents they apply for,
mostly for strategic protection purposes,
says Wang Jia. Most of the time, they
are not entitled for government subsidies
Some enterprises are motivated by the financial reward and the cost of application is high.
received rather than the IP protection, says Wang Jia, IP lawyer
“Personally, I think the government should interfere less with
at Zi-Zheng IP Consulting Services in Hangzhou.
the market and cancel the subsidy policy,” says Pan Zhiyu, a
Because of the subsidies, those who do not need to apply do so partner at Yongheng Partners at Nanjing. “Application fees and
anyway for the money. As time goes on, such incentives deviate patent annuities are themselves the result of the profit balance
from the original intention of raising IP
awareness. Local administrations for
commerce and industry consider the
number of trademark applications as part
of their political performance, says Tower
Patent application has become a
Chen. “IP owners need to realize the
tool for enterprises to be qualified as
purpose of registering a trademark is to
be able to take legal action against illegal
high-tech companies, who will then
use, instead of targeting the money.”
enjoy government subsidies and tax
For trademark agents, the government
encouragement of trademark application
preference policies.
is good news as they can bring in more
		
- Yan Wei, partner,
business. However, the policy itself
is against the economic development
Chongqing Hengze Law Firm, Chongqing
rule, says Yuan. The value of trademark
application and registration is supposed
to be realized by enterprises who then
willingly protect their marks. Such
incentive might also encourage some
vicious applications, such as trademark
squatting, resulting in a waste of resources, he says
between money and time-limited monopoly protection. The
“Without government interference, the number of applications subsidy is actually destroying this balance mechanism.”
can objectively reflect local economic development. With
administrative measures adjusting the market, the increase of Quantity v. Quality
Partly because of the government incentives, the number of
trademark applications does not come along with better economic
development in the area,” says Yuan. It is the quality of trademark patent applications in China is increasing dramatically.
“The development of IP has hundreds of years of history in
and the economic development that the public expects to see.
The attention is on quantity: when preparing for patent some Western countries. We would not be able to catch up
applications, agents prefer to narrow down the scope of protection their pace if we were to follow the same development path,”
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paperwork is good, says Jim Mao, a partner at Inpro Law Firm
in Hangzhou. Only upon invalidation requests would there be
substantial examination to assess its innovativeness. As such,
there are a number of so-called rubbish patents existing.
“I don’t think we should blame the bad patent quality for nonBeijing agents’ lack of capability,” says
Dai. The fees that agents in Beijing
charge are much higher than the fees
charged in other cities. As such, nonApplication fees and patent annuities Beijing agents do not have as much
time and energy to draft well-written
are themselves the result of the patent documents, resulting in low patent
says Dai. The general public
profit balance between money and qualities,
has not yet recognized the importance of
time-limited monopoly protection. patent agents and would not want to pay
price for professional work.
The subsidy is actually destroying high
Fang adds that the documents
are sometimes drafted by engineers.
this balance mechanism.
“Agents only conduct due diligence in the
		
- Pan Zhiyu, partner, application process, and do not consider
Yongheng Partners, Nanjing much about the scope of protection
that the patent claims cover,” he says.
For enterprises, the wider the scope of
protection written in the patent claims,
the better protection it gets. In practice,
the scope written in patent claims is
In China, there is no substantial examination for design and rather narrow, and some alternation of a competitors’ technology
utility model applications, which can be granted as long as the would not cause infringement, he says.

says Dong Jianlin, board chairman, attorney and patent agent
at Zongheng Intellectual Property Agency in Nanjing. “Despite
the questionable patents, the large amount of patent applications
has posed certain barriers for foreign companies monopolizing
the local market.”
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Enterprises cannot only look at the number of patents they
have. Instead, they should utilize the information available, such
as the patent database, to have a better understanding of their
position in the market and the industry, says Dong.

“

by the reexamination,” says Wang.
Due to a lack of explicit communication with local agents,
there are different understandings of SIPO’s rules and criteria for
examination among agents and examiners, says Yu.
“What we are doing is making
every effort to make corresponding
adjustments and to improve the quality
of the patent applications submitted, so
Despite the questionable patents, the as to increase the percentage of patents
being authorized. In the meanwhile, we
large amount of patent applications are trying our best to maximize the scope
has posed certain barriers for foreign of protection for applicants,” Yu says.
At the end of patent circle litigation,
companies monopolizing the local Lily Zhang says the feedback she gets
is that the quality of the patents is not
market.
good. “When we are defendants, we
- Dong Jianlin, attorney and patent agent, have successfully invalidated innovation
patents, which is supposed to be rather
Zongheng Intellectual Property Agency, Nanjing hard to do. It goes into a vicious circle
that not enough brand protection leads
to less investment in innovation or brand
protection, which in turns results in less
value remaining in IP. ”

”

“My method of assessing an enterprise’s patent qualities is What Else Besides Patents?
“An enterprise must have something that it does not want
to look at the maintenance fees it pays for patents after being
granted for three years, during which the annuities would be competitors to share. Some can be protected by patent, but
exempted or reduced,” says Mao. “The more it pays to maintain some can’t. It is the matter of how to protect these secrets under
patents, the better its patent portfolio would be. Only high-quality the current legal system,” says Alex Liu.
In Zhejiang, Liu says enterprises have a high awareness
patents can be commercialized with a larger value received in
of IP as the number of patents might affect an enterprise’s
the transaction.”
Mao suggests having patent lawyers involved in the R&D qualification of being classified as a high-tech company, but they
process, where they can consult on research directions and lack awareness of the need to protect trade secrets.
provide analysis of competitors’ patents.
The patent lawyer would make sure that
the R&D is not going blind. “Based on
my knowledge, many enterprises do not
control the quality of the patents that they
My
method
of
assessing
an
are applying for,” Mao says.
enterprise’s patent qualities is to look
Patent lawyers could also advise the
innovation point of the technology and
at the maintenance fees it pays for
identify what is suitable for protection
patents after being granted for three
under patent or trade secret, says Mao.
Since last year, the State Intellectual
years, during which the annuities
Property Office of China (SIPO) has
been controlling the quality of design
would be exempted or reduced. The
and utility model application. Mao says
more it pays to maintain patents, the
his firm used to have a 100% success
rate for utility model applications, but
better its patent portfolio would be.
now, he sometimes receives notices of
		
- Jim Mao, partner,
examination saying the application lacks
innovation.
		
Inpro Law Firm, Hangzhou
Wang Dengyuan, a partner at
Zhejiang High Mark Law Firm, points
out that SIPO lacks uniform standards
in patent examination, and sets a
certain percentage of granted patents
artificially. As a result of the strict control,
Enterprises in general are keen to sign non-disclosure
many promising patent applications have been rejected. “Many
applications that we think should be granted fail in the patent agreements, which proves that they do have a certain level of
examination stage. Applicants have to then resort to the Patent awareness about trade secrets. The problem is how to protect it,
Reexamination Board. According to the cases I have handled, a Cao says, who notes that there is still a long way to go for lawyers
proportion of the conclusions of the examination were changed to help enterprises realize the importance and protect it.
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Agent in Nanjing. “For instance, we have spent much time and
effort going through thousands of patent claims but only found
a few relevant. The enterprise might find the fees we charged
unreasonable as the result they saw
does not fully represent the work we
have done.”
Before a technology goes into
Many applications that we think production, it is suggested that a patent
conduct due diligence in order
should be granted fail in the patent lawyer
to make sure that the product will not
examination
stage.
Applicants fall under the protection scope of other
patents, says Mao.
have to then resort to the Patent The IP strategy of an enterprise
Reexamination Board. According depends on the direction of its
development. The cost for application
to the cases I have handled, a is much lower than IP strategy planning,
Catherine Zhou. “For companies to
proportion of the conclusions of the says
whom survival is crucial, the application
examination were changed by the is much more important than strategy, as
they could have monetary support from
reexamination.
the government such as tax preference
- Wang Dengyuan, partner, and subsidies.”

The primary difficulty lays in proving what is considered
commercial confidentiality, says Tower Chen. “An enterprise
needs a comprehensive system to protect its trade secret. Unlike

“

Zhejiang High Mark Law Firm, Zhejiang

”

trademarks and patents which have a certificate to prove, trade
secrets are not easy to define.”

Plan Before Applying

Winning the Case, Losing the
Money

Due to high litigation fees, a lengthy
litigation process and low damage
awards, experts found that some rights
holders are reluctant to litigate. As Qiu
Shengkui, a lawyer at Chongqing Haotai Law Firm, says, for IP
protection, it is common to see where a litigant wins the case but
loses the money.
In some patent cases, the court trial must wait until the patent
invalidation decision is reached, which can take three years,
according to Qiu. It means once one initiates litigation, he has
to wait for at least three years to proceed. Infringers may have
already earned sufficient profit during the wait, and there is really
no need to wait for the court decision, he says.

Talking about IP strategy is a “no problem” for foreign
enterprises, but is a big problem for Chinese enterprises, says
Fang, who says it takes Rmb 2 to 3 million for private enterprises
to have a well-established framework for IP strategy planning
and management. As the effect does not come immediately,
enterprises are not sure what the plan
will bring to the company the future.
Some surveys have showed that the
life cycle of an SME in Zhejiang is three
to five years, which means it is possible
An enterprise must have something
that enterprises end their business before
that it does not want competitors
even getting to the place where they
think about IP strategy planning, says
to share. Some can be protected by
Catherine Zhou, senior partner at City
patent, but some can’t. It is the matter
Development Law Firm in Hangzhou. As
such, she says they would focus on their
of how to protect these secrets under
products instead of IP strategy.
the current legal system.
“It is common that enterprises apply
for patents after a product has been
- Alex Liu, partner,
developed. There are even products
on sale before enterprises think about
		
KF Partners, Hangzhou
applying for patents. In this way, the
patent claim is re-describing the product,
instead of the technology. It narrows
down the scope of protection as a patent
is supposed to protect a technology that
The general principle for the judgement of IP infringement
can be applied to different products,” Fang says.
The biggest challenge in IP strategic planning is to match the cases is a compensation principle. The main aim is to make
plan with the enterprise’s value. Much work is done unseen, says up for damages instead of imposing punishment. The amount
Jay Gu, general manager at ZhongLian Patent & Trademark awarded is typically not high as it is hard for rights owners to
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prove their actual damages, says Tower Chen.
“If the amount of damage is too large, foreign enterprises
might start large-scale litigation against local companies. It might
damage the local industry. Low damages could be a way to
protect local industries,” says Wang Jia.

In practice, courts in the western part of China are rather
conservative about the amount ordered. The compensation
received might not even cover the cost of litigation, such as legal
and notary fees, says Tower Chen. He says raising the maximum
amount is probably beneficial to certain important cases where
enough evidence can be provided, but
that in everyday practice, it won’t affect
court decisions much.
The law itself might improve protection,
The patent claim is re-describing the but implementation is a complicated
process. As judges in Chongqing would
product, instead of the technology. take similar cases in Beijing or Shanghai
It narrows down the scope of for reference, Qiu says similar scale of
infringement is probably going to remain
protection as a patent is supposed at a similar level of compensation. “In a
law system, it is uncommon to
to protect a technology that can be statutory
see an innovative judgement which might
be challenged by the judge’s superiors.
applied to different products.
For safety’s sake, decisions tend to be
- Fang Shuangfu, partner, conservative.”
In legislation, it would be more helpful to
		
T&C Law Firm, Hangzhou
have a minimum compensation amount,
says Lily Zhang, who recommends that
something like Rmb10,000 (US$1,600)
would be good for patent, trademark or
copyright cases. “If there is no minimum
Some courts tend to take the level of technology as a main amount, the judge’s discretion sometimes can be unreasonably
consideration when determining the damages, says Dai. “The low. Infringers should understand that once they have violated
patents involved in some cases are not very high technology. others’ IP rights, they are doing so at a risk,” she says.
I think the reason that they are infringed is not because the
technology is high-end. Instead, it is the high market value of Getting More Out of Litigation
Alex Liu says litigation also helps raise awareness of an
the product that matters. As we are determining the damage
compensation, it is unreasonable to only depend on the type of industry and encourages more patent applications. For instance,
patents, rather than the profitability of the
products.”
Despite the large number of patents
existing in China, many of them are
If the amount of damage is too large,
questionable, says Chen Xiaojun, a
partner at Zhejiang Cathay-Wis Law
foreign enterprises might start
Firm in Hangzhou. “When it comes to
actual litigation, we would advise clients
large-scale litigation against local
check the stability of their patents and
companies. It might damage the
trademarks. It is possible that the patent
would be invalidated, and patent owners
local industry. Low damages could
are not confident about winning the case
be a way to protect local industries.
either.”
The number of applications and
- Wang Jia, IP lawyer,
litigation cases are both increasing,
Zi-Zheng IP Consulting Services, Hangzhou
yet the infringing phenomenon has not
improved accordingly. The reason for
this lays on people’s mindset, says Pan.
IP is a relatively new concept. The public
has not realized that infringement and
piracy is immoral and a serious crime.
The general public does not understand how much damage a patent litigation case he was involved in has had a big influence
infringement brings to an enterprise, he says. At the same time, over the local industry: after the case, the number of patent
applications in the industry in which the defendant was part of
enterprises do not expect IP to bring in much value.
has increased to a number that almost equals the total in the
Increasing Maximum Statutory Compensation
past ten years. “Before this case, no enterprise in this industry
The maximum statutory compensation has been increased has been a plaintiff. But it’s no longer the case after the case,”
to Rmb1 million for patent infringement and Rmb3 million for he says.
trademark infringement. However, Chen Xiaojun says the actual
“Clients would find more commercial opportunities through
amount that the court will award remains unknown.
civil litigation towards settlement and business cooperative
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efficiently, and there are even other trademarks registered based
on it. After investing that much money on buying the trademark,
they should have spent some more on protecting and exploiting
the value of the mark.”
The accumulation of technology
and the improvement of awareness
needs time, along with the economic
transformation from a labour-intensive to
The patents involved in some cases a resource-intensive business, says Liu
Xing, head of the IP centre at Chongqing
are not very high technology. I think Rui Tong Law Firm. “Although not many
activities are going
the reason that they are infringed is commercializing
on, a number of SMEs have put much
not because the technology is high- attention to trademark, patent and trade
protection. As the economy
end. Instead, it is the high market secret
grows, there will be much more need for
IP commercialization services.”
value of the product that matters.
As for the commercialization of
- Dai Xiaoxiang, director, patents, in addition to the appropriate
Zhejiang Shine Law Firm, Hangzhou value and protection scope of the
patents themselves, a good market for
product promotion is also needed. Wang
Dengyuan says that a good intellectual
property protection environment can
help investors to discover patents and
may happen each year, pursuing a litigation strategy would possible cooperation opportunities.
require litigating each year. Considering the legal fees and other
“In cross-border merger and acquisition cases, the value of IP
costs involved, it would quickly become expensive to keep suing is much appreciated. In IP alone, the enterprise valuation would
repeat infringers. Turning court cases
into business opportunities would be
more beneficial, he says.
Instead of trying to stop infringement in
order to achieve industry monopolization,
In a statutory law system, it is
patentees might take patent cases
uncommon to see an innovative
to court for business profits, Wang
Dengyuan says. “In some of the cases
judgement
which
might
be
I have dealt with, patentees only sue
challenged by the judge’s superiors.
sellers for infringement compensation,
rather than asking manufacturers to stop
For safety’s sake, decisions tend to
infringing.”
be conservative.
Some enterprises take the long
litigation process as a tactic to restrain
- Qiu Shengkui, lawyer,
a competitor’s patent use, says Liu
Chongqing Haotai Law Firm, Chongqing
Chengqun “Litigation is only a means to
serve the enterprise’s IP development and
marketing strategies, not the result. The
purpose is not necessarily to win the case
or to receive monetary compensation. It
might be for cooperation, or advertising
be much better if the enterprise has a large patent portfolio,”
effects.”
says Catherine Zhou. The evaluation and assessment of IP
Values Behind Intangible Assets
might exceed the value of tangible assets such as machinery,
Although awareness is growing, enterprises still don’t pay warehouse and land. According to Zhou, there are even foreign
enough attention to the value of IP. “For businesses in China, companies that do not want to acquire the land and warehouse
factors such as resources, capital and relations are more as they believe such assets could not produce more profits. Only
important than an intangible asset,” says Zhou Wei, a partner at IP – an intangible asset – can produce more profits. However,
Exceedon & Partners in Chongqing. “In many cases, enterprises she also notes that such cases are in the minority for now.
acknowledge the importance of IP, but do not take it as the core
University R&D
business factor.”
The purpose of university-based patent applications is
Yan Wei tells Asia IP about a company buying a trademark
a decade ago, but not using it commercially. The bid for the different from that of enterprises. Enterprises apply for protection
trademark was Rmb1 million, which was a large amount of for certain projects, says Tang Xiaohong, a partner at Jiangsu
money at the time. “I don’t think the trademark has been used Aixin Law Firm in Nanjing. “The awareness of universities using
opportunities. Instead of seeking damage compensation
decided by the court, rights owners are looking for ways to
turn infringement into licensing fees,” says Jim Yan, director at
Zhejiang Bingle Law Firm in Hangzhou. Because infringement
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patents for protection is relatively low, as they do not develop
the technology for market use. The application is more of a
presentation of its R&D results and as part of the portfolio of its
performance.” She says she would advise universities to protect
their key technologies strategically.
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Off the Beaten Path: China

inland cities. Lawyers’ services are only needed when there are
lawsuits.
On the other hand, lawyers are educated and trained
systematically. Liu Xing says that “when complex non-contentious
work or litigation is involved, agents might find themselves in a
less advantaged position. In court debate
on matters of the relevance and validity
of evidence, agents could not linger
along issues like this.”

If there is no minimum compensation
amount, the judge’s discretion
sometimes can be unreasonably
low. Infringers should understand
that once they have violated others’
IP rights, they are doing so at a risk.

Local Agents and Firms, or Not

Due to possible high cost, lack of trust
and possible communication and cultural
obstacles, instead of contacting Chinese
enterprises directly, foreign agents need
an intermediary, says David Wang.
In second-tier cities, economic
development requires extensive R&D.
- Lily Zhang, senior partner, As such, client resources provide a big
advantage for these cities, he says.
Solton & Partners, Chongqing “First-tier cities now focus on those highend service industries. On the other
hand, firms and agents in second-tier
cities with a manufacturing background
are at an advantage since manufacturing
is inseparable from patent development.”
When conducting R&D, universities also think about the profits
Cooperation between local and foreign agents is a means of
and rewards for the patents it applies for, as the cost would be resource and information exchange. Local agents have more
very high if they did not. For instance, Tang has recently handled opportunities to contact and communicate with local clients
four patent transfer cases at Nanjing University of Posts and directly. Beijing, although a concentrated place for agents and
Telecommunications, two of which cost of Rmb5 millions and law firms, is too far away from enterprises in other cities, says
two of which cost Rmb10 million. She says this example shows Gu. “We have a more convenient way of communication with
that R&D at universities is more applicable to a market with big these local enterprises, and better understanding of the clients.
potential for business value. She notes that a patent transferred Because of the rich local resources we have, we could offer more
at several Rmb10,000 was a high price in the past.
cases to our foreign partners when receive cases from them.
This is probably hard to do in Beijing.”
Internet Infringement
In addition, local firms have built up close relationships with
Regarding information spread on the internet, Tom Wu says local government departments, says Tom Wu. Networks and
“the positive side is that the society could have better access to human resources are also an advantage of local firms.
the works, which is good for the promotion and its social impact.
For firms that have offices across the country, they should have
However, on the other side, the infringement is at the cost of the a cooperation network that facilitates information communication,
content creator’s effort, time and creativity.”
says Zhang Guoquan. He says for local firms, the disadvantages
Internet infringement is a national problem, especially with of information and cooperation can be offset by an alliance of
no way to limit the spread of information. “It is relatively easier local firms.
to infringe than to protect IP rights,” says Huang Jiangwen, a
“Compared to big firms in first-tier cities, local firms might lack
lawyer at Y&W Law Firm in Hangzhou. “It is almost zero cost for experience in dealing with new types of cases as most of their
individuals to run a website pirating others’ work. The chances of work is on traditional cases,” says Sun. “They might therefore
being sued are very low, and the actual pirating party is not easy lose potential clients who would bring high profits.” As such, local
to be identified.”
firms should ensure they are continually learning, improving and
With a huge amount of works created on the internet, there developing its business. AIP
isn’t any concentrated and effective platform for authorization
and for price bidding, says Jim Yan. For actual products, there
are platforms such as Taobao and Tmall for online transactions.
But for virtual property, its transaction remains a challenge. He
says it is very difficult to establish a one-to-one relationship for
the transaction as everyone on the internet can be the rights
owner.

”

Competition Among IP Agents and Lawyers
It is rather convenient for IP agents to acquire new clients and
retain old clients as they establish connections with clients at
the right creation stage, says Liu Xing. The need for early-stage
legal service is less, especially in economically less-developed
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Off the Beaten Path: India

Lawyers who work outside Delhi and Mumbai want you to know that there’s more to India than
those cities: good lawyers, sound judicial decisions and a plethora of IP that needs to be protected.
Gregory Glass reports from Chennai.

here’s so much more to India than Delhi and Mumbai.
“It’s high time somebody looks seriously at [India outside
Delhi and Mumbai],” says Vinod Surana, partner and
CEO of Chennai-based full-service law firm Surana & Surana.
“Looking only at Delhi and Mumbai is like saying all US law is
based in Washington and New York, and completely ignoring
cities like Chicago, Atlanta and Dallas.”
Surana is right: a week’s worth of visits to law firms in Chennai
and Ahmedabad and follow-up conversations with lawyers in
India’s other secondary cities, revealed a group of Indian lawyers
every bit as passionate and knowledgable about intellectual
property law as their big city brethren.
To provide a bit of context, India’s secondary cities are large
metropolitan areas: Mumbai is the country’s largest, with 12.5
million people, according to 2011 census figures, with Delhi
close behind at just over 11 million. Bangalore is third with 8.4
million, Hyderabad fourth with 6.8 million, Ahmedabad fifth with
5.6 million and Chennai sixth with 4.7 million, all of which are
larger than Sydney (4.6 million), Johannesburg (4.4 million), Los
Angeles (3.9 million) and Berlin (3.5 million).
India has a federal system of government, with laws that apply
equally throughout the country, meaning that, in theory at least,
intellectual property law and IP rights enforcement in Ahmedabad
or Kolkata or Pune is the same as it is in Mumbai and Delhi.
But India is also a county with 27 different languages – including
16 official languages – and a wide variety of cultures, says Raja
Selvam, founding attorney at Selvam and Selvam in Chennai.

T
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“Enforcement is difficult if you don’t understand the local
language,” Selvam tells Asia IP. “For example, we often assign
enforcement work in Mumbai to a lawyer who was born and
brought up in Mumbai, rather than using someone born and
brought up in Chennai. Background matters a lot in India.
Connections matter a lot. Does your lawyer from Delhi know
who to call in Chennai or Pune or Hyderabad? A lawyer needs
to know the culture, the language and the people to really do
effective enforcement work.”

India’s 10 Largest Cities by Population
Mumbai

12,478,447

Delhi

11,007,834

Bangalore

8,425,970

Hyderabad

6,809,970

Ahmedabad

5,570,585

Chennai

4,681,087

Kolkata

4,486,679

Surat

4,462,002

Pune

3,115,431

Jaipur

3,073,350

Source: Census of India 2011
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“So many people outside India think Delhi and Mumbai are the
only significant cities,” says Harshitha Ram, managing partner of
Lex Apotheke in Chennai. “Even businesses from Chennai and

But what they may not realize, she says, is that an MNC uses
a lawyer from Delhi or Mumbai for an action in, for example,
Chennai, the Delhi or Mumbai firm will take the case and become
counsel of record, but will then outsource
some or all of the work to a lawyer in, in
this case, Chennai.
“A local lawyer” – a lawyer in the city
or
state where the action is – “is very
So many people think Delhi and
important. You have to know the tribunals
Mumbai are the only significant cities. and the enforcement authorities.
Even businesses from Chennai and Lawyers in Delhi and Mumbai have done
their research on local lawyers in order to
Bangalore turn to firms in Mumbai outsource the work, but they often don’t
tell the clients that they are not doing the
and Delhi for their IP issues.
work themselves.”
Surana says that there is no substitute
- Harshitha Ram, managing partner,
for local knowledge, and for knowledge
Lex Apotheke, Chennai of local customs, traditions and
requirements. “I’ve been [in Chennai]
for 43 years. Our firm knows the
enforcement agencies and the judiciary
inside and out,” he says. “It makes a
difference. Somebody sitting at a desk
Bangalore and other regional cities turn to firms in Mumbai and 2,000 kilometres away will not know who the judges are, and
Delhi for their IP issues.”
they won’t know the local practices before those judges.”
Ram says that multinational corporations, in particular, need
Some things you’ll know by learning the law, he says, but other
to be educated about the availability of talented lawyers located things, you’ll know by growing up in a place. “How you fuse those
outside of India’s two largest cities. “Companies from some two things together makes the difference. Expertise in IP can be
countries tend to have a fairly narrow mindset, and are likely to found everywhere, not just in Delhi and Mumbai.”
look only at lawyers in Delhi and Mumbai.”
Pranit Nanavati, a partner at Nanavati Associates in

“

”

launched the Intellectual Property Association of South India
(IPASI) on April 26, 2011, World Intellectual Property Day.
“India has many brand owners located outside the cities, such
It is, generally, more difficult to protect IP in Chennai and other
secondary cities than it is in Delhi and Mumbai, says Rajesh as in the textile market. Brand owners have to focus on building
Ramanathan, a partner at TMT Law Practice in Chennai. “There and maintaining their brands. We can provide insight into what
is less knowledge about IP here than there is in Delhi or Mumbai,” brand owners should do – and what they should not do.”
The Chennai-based group, which has plans to create chapters
he says, noting that lawyers in South India tend to spend a
elsewhere in South India, is also planning
an upcoming seminar for IP lawyers in
the region.
Then-Madras High Court Judge P
IPASI is working to create visibility Jyothimani
said on the inauguration
for IP rights enforcement and to of IPASI that seminars and educative
workshops should be conducted on
convince brand owners that, yes, it’s trademarks, patents, copyright and
design, and that better intellectual
safe for them to come to India.
property support systems should be
Rajesh Ramanathan, partner, made available to micro, small and
TMT Law Practice, Chennai medium scale industries.
“We’re saying ‘yes, we are protecting
intellectual property rights here,’” says
Ramanathan. “We’re working to create
visibility for IP rights enforcement and to
convince brand owners that, yes, it’s safe
for them to come to India.”
significant amount of time educating clients, and potential clients,
about the importance of IP.
- Gregory Glass
To aid in that education, some 50 lawyers based in South India

South India Lawyers Promote IP
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Ahmedabad, says that one reason local legal representation
is so important is that judges are human, and are, rightly or
wrongly, influenced by human emotions. “It’s a matter of case
law and face law,” says Nanavati. “It’s always better to be a local
face across from the judge. Lawyers who practice locally know
how judges take things and how to approach issues with them.”

“

Swami Co in Chennai, says that fluency in the local language
is important in case development, too. While most upper level
officials in the police forces or other enforcement bodies will be
able to convey the basics of a case to a lawyer from elsewhere in
India through Hindi or English, the country’s two official languages,
a lawyer with local language ability may well have access to
more detailed information from the
investigators themselves: “Knowledge of
the local language helps you follow-up
lower levels, where officers may know
you want fashionable handbags at
only the local language,” Srinivasan
perfume, you go to Paris or Milan says.

If
or
or New York. But if you want to do
more with less, you’ll go to India and
to Chennai.

Do Clients Understand the
Need to Protect IP?

Given that India’s IP laws – and
enforcement of the laws – are the same
- Vinod Surana, partner and CEO, from Agra to Vijayawada as they are
from Varanasi to Bhopal, what could
Surana & Surana, Chennai possibly be different from region to
region, NV Saisunder, a lawyer and head
of the IP team at S Eshwar Consultants
in Chennai, asks.
“The difference is, what level of
importance does the client apply to IP?”
Knowledge of a particular judge’s biases can sometimes he says. “In Delhi and Mumbai, the awareness of IP is much
be used to the client’s benefit, says YJ Trivedi, attorney and higher, as is the keenness to protect it.”
advocate at YJ Trivedi & Co in Ahmedabad. “If you’re a local
Saisunder then proceeds to tell a story about a large, Indian
lawyer, you know the psychology of the judge. You know how multinational based in southern India: “Imagine a meeting
to convince him your argument is the correct one. Is he a man between the marketing and legal heads. The marketing head
of capitalism? A man of law? What is his ideology? You can put wants to know how to protect a particular product. The legal head
together an argument that suitable for the judge. These sort of wanted to know first, before seeking protection, if the company
aspects always affect the outcome of the case.”
is likely to take the product global. This lawyer, who came from
Chanakya Bhavsar, an advocate at Mahendra Bhavsar & Co a non-business law background, believed that nobody in India
in Ahmedabad, says that local lawyer advantage is diminished would counterfeit the product simply because of the company
in hearings before the trademark registrar, where the playing which invented it. Our job is to educate, including educating from
field is level whether the lawyer is from
a local, regional or national law firm. “But
before trial courts or high courts, having
counsel with local reputation gives you
additional impact,” he says. “There is an
Video pirates have been equalled
advantage of a local person dealing with
to hired thugs in Tamil Nadu, so
a local court.”
The local advantage extends beyond
conducting a raid for the movie
the courtroom, says Rajeshkumar
Acharya, proprietor of HK Acharya &
industry is easy. For non-movie
Co in Ahmedabad. “‘Face value’ is
piracy, lots of education of police
important,” Acharya says. “The judge
knows the local lawyers well, he knows
and judiciary is needed.
their abilities, but it makes a difference
		
- Sudhir Raja Ravindran, partner,
with the police, too. If there’s a local
face filing the complaint, it makes a
Altacit Global, Chennai
difference.”
Ketana Babaria, director at Babaria
IP & Co in Ahmedabad, says it will often
be easier and more efficient for a local
lawyer to do the legwork required to
prepare for the case before it ever gets to trial. “A local lawyer a business perspective, even if the product is not likely to go
can visit the particular research area easily. He can get together global.”
Companies based outside Delhi and Mumbai continue to lag
easily with the scientists involved in a patent case. If you’re a
lawyer from Delhi working on a case outside Delhi, it will be much somewhat on their appreciation for the importance of intellectual
property protection, Saisunder says, which is why his firm
more difficult to develop your case.”
Srinath Srinivasan, a patent and trademark attorney at LR spends so much time educating its clients about how patents
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and trademarks work.
“Most businesses in India are still partnerships or
proprietorships,” Saisunder says. “It’s a large number, in fact. In

There is significant potential for home-grown IP in India, says
Sudhir Raja Ravindran, a partner at Altacit Global in Chennai,
as he lists Indian conglomerates: the Tata Group, the Mahindra
Group, Aditya Birla Group and more.
“The economic importance of IP has
come to stay in this country. You cannot
find an mainline business newspaper
The more advanced the organization without IP stories.”
Ravindran draws an example from
or business is, the higher the level of Tamil Nadu, the southern state which
is home to Chennai, and to India’s
awareness of IP rights is.
extensive Tamil film industry. “Tamil
		
- NV Saisunder, lawyer and head of IP, Nadu is ruled by the film industry, so
movie piracy is of high interest here,” he
S Eshwar Consultants, Chennai
says. “There’s a word in Indian English –
goonda – which basically means a hired
thug. Video pirates have been equalled
to that in Tamil Nadu, so conducting a
raid for the movie industry is easy. For
non-movie piracy, lots of education of
most cases, the more advanced the organization or business is, police and judiciary is needed, but even then, priority is not given
the higher the level of awareness of IP rights is.”
to non-movie piracy.”

“
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Rajeshkumar Acharya’s Tomorrow Has Come
Rajeshkumar Acharya, proprietor of HK Acharya & Co in
Ahmedabad, may be best known for his intellectual property
prosecution and litigation work, but he is also finding an outlet
for his passion for educating people about global climate change.
Achayra conceived the film It’s Tomorrow, a joint US-Indian
production by US-based Nanoland Inc and India-based Nanoland
Ltd. Acharya is credited as writer and producer of the film.

Rajeshkumar Acharya promotes his upcoming climate
change film It’s Tomorrow at the ninth annual International
Conference on Climate Change in Las Vegas in July.
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The 90-minute film, which Acharya calls a “cli-fi” picture, is
being shot in two parts as a political drama that revolves around
the ongoing climate change phenomenon around the world. The
film will be entirely produced in the US, but “some breathtaking
visuals will be shot in few natural calamity occurring regions of the
world,” he says, noting that filming is also planned for Argentina,
Europe, Japan, the Philippines, India and Indonesia.
“We need to cover whatever natural calamities are happening,”
says Zanane Rajsingh, the film’s director. “Wherever the
changes, we’re trying to cover them to find out what’s happening.”
Rajsingh has worked on thrillers and documentaries, and has
been working closely with Acharya since 2013.
It’s Tomorrow will have political giants, renowned scientists and
actors playing minor roles throughout the film, but the message,
not the actors, is what drives this film, Acharya says. “Not having
big stars in this film allows the audience to concentrate more on
the message,” he told Asia IP.
Acharya acknowledges that the message of his film is
different than the typical Western outlook on climate change:
climate change is causing the earth to cool, not warm. The film’s
Facebook page is also upfront about the film’s perspective: “What
we believe on Climate Change is a bit different than conventional
ideas of west lobbying on Climate Change,” it says.
“Al Gore predicted global warming, but he never mentioned
that winter would be longer and harder or that new glaciers would
form or that rivers and lakes would freeze, like they did in Chicago
last winter,” Acharya says.
Rajsingh says that he and Acharya are confident that they will
present this story in a way that people who follow the trends in
climate change and laymen alike will have “an exact idea of what
actually is happening with our beautiful planet.”
The filmmakers are targeting a late 2014 or early 2015 release
date.
- Gregory Glass
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When it comes to luxury goods, Ravindran says, there’s more
piracy in places like Delhi and Mumbai than there is in the rest of
India, where piracy tends to be of domestic goods. “This raises

remains for increased IP awareness in the two states, which his
firm addresses by addressing business groups and the business
community.
Local awareness of intellectual
property remains low in West Bengal, as
well, says Radha Charan Das, managing
partner of Auromaa Associates in
People understand that trademarks Kolkata. “Local awareness of IP in India is
very low and, except for few major cities
and brands go together, but for where IP is perceived as a major factor
patents, it’s very difficult to educate for growth, all other states and cities rank
very poorly as far as IP is concerned. In
people. I have not found that the India, over 75% of the patents are filed
foreign applicants,” says Das.
national firms take the time to by“The
rest are by local applicants,
educate their clients like smaller, hence, there is a need for large-scale
awareness campaigns, education on
local firms do. The big firms are commercialization of IP and focus on
already busy and don’t have time for patent protection,” Das says. “There
are many small and medium scale
the education component.
enterprises in India who are not aware
		
- Ketana Babaria, director, of the IP system and its importance. For
instance, a small group of entrepreneurs
Babaria IP & Co, Ahmedabad filed for a trademark in India and, when
during the prosecution an office action
was raised, they fell silent and ultimately
the mark was abandoned. To top it all, an
industrial giant adopted the same name
and drove these entrepreneurs out of the
health concerns, with potentially unsafe pharmaceuticals and market.”
food products,” he says. “Many raids where domestic piracy is
Ram says that education campaigns in Chennai have started to
common involve extensive education on reasons why consumers pay off, and that she has seen an increased interest in registering
shouldn’t be using fake pharmaceuticals and food.”
trademarks. “Even restaurants want to register their trademarks,
Babaria says that the same sort of education is required in now which used to happen only very rarely,” she says.
Gujarat state, home to Ahmedabad.
“People understand that trademarks
and brands go together, but for patents,
it’s very difficult to educate people,” she
says. “It’s difficult to explain that an IP
Most of the time, the owner of the IP
owner can sell, assign or transfer your
realizes the value of his IP only when
rights in his invention because he cannot
reach every corner of the world on
there in an infringement and such an
your own. But I have not found that the
infringement affects his income.
national firms take the time to educate
their clients like smaller, local firms do.
		
- Ashok Ram Kumar, advocate,
The big firms are already busy and don’t
have time for the education component.”
IP Markets, Hyderabad
Over the past three to five years,
especially, Babaria says, Indians
have become very aware of brands.
“Regular people are well-educated about
brands and trademarks, and they can
differentiate between brands today,” she says.
Another lawyer who spends a significant amount of time
The importance of educating intellectual property rights owners educating local residents and businesses is Manan Thakker, an
before a problem arises cannot be underestimated, says Ashok advocate at Cyberra Legal Services in Ahmedabad, a man who is
Ram Kumar, an advocate at IP Markets, an IP firm in Hyderabad. one of India’s first cyber lawyers. Thakker, who describes his role
“The IP awareness in the states of Andhra Pradesh and as “techno legal,” has parlayed his family’s tax and financial law
Telangana is not really high,” he says. “Most of the time, the background into a career which has transitioned from litigation
owner of the IP realizes the value of his IP only when there in an into advising on cyber compliance issues, including teaching good
infringement and such an infringement affects his income.”
cyber security practices and cyberlaw awareness programmes.
Kumar says that some companies, especially those in the “Businesses need to ensure their cyber compliance,” he says.
pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, electronics and software “There is lots of entrepreneurship and innovation in Gujarat.
industries, do pay attention to IP protection, but that the need We’re trying to build education about cyber law because people
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are simply not aware.”
Savitha Kesav Jagadeesan, a partner at Kochhar & Co in
Chennai, says that the issue is not whether local people or

“

businesses are aware of their intellectual property, but how they
think about it. “Local business bodies all run programs on IP
protection, therefore the awareness is greatly increasing,” says
Jagadeesan.
However, there is still a narrow
outlook of thinking of intellectual property
protection as procuring a trademark
A small group of entrepreneurs registration, and the desire of small
individual business owners and
filed for a trademark in India and, traders,
SMEs to understand why they must
when during the prosecution an undertake further IPR protection is very
limited. “Once the mark is registered,
office action was raised, they fell companies – even those with brand
silent and ultimately the mark was value attached – hesitate to protect
their trademarks due to cost issues
abandoned. To top it all, an industrial involved. My team and I, along with
giant adopted the same name and doing IPR advisory services, also try to
provide insight into the importance of IP
drove these entrepreneurs out of the protection to the firms and companies we
deal with. We put more emphasis not only
market.
on prosecution but also on opposition.”

- Radha Charan Das, managing partner,
Auromaa Associates, Kolkata
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intellectual property rights is a natural
result of the growth of Indian cities, and of
the increased national and international
focus of businesses headquartered
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outside of Delhi and Mumbai.
“South India has become an economic power zone, though

this part of the country. Bangalore is known for IT, Hyderabad
for biotech and pharmaceuticals, Coimbatore is known as the
Manchester of South India as a major
textiles and manufacturing hub.”
Chennai has grown in prominence in
recent years, says Bharath Subramanian,
There is still a narrow outlook of a partner in the Chennai office of national
Anand and Anand. “There aren’t as
thinking of intellectual property firm
many multinationals headed this way as
protection as procuring a trademark to Mumbai and Delhi, but Chennai is an
hub, port and one of the four
registration, and the desire of important
major metros,” he says. “From 2009
small traders, individual business onwards, a lot of mid-size companies
have headquartered in Chennai.” The
owners and SMEs to understand firm represents many of them, including
why they must undertake further IPR handing international IP portfolios from
its Chennai office.
protection is very limited.
Chennai boasts many IP-specific
- Savitha Kesav Jagadeesan, partner, advantages over its peer cities: it hosts
the Intellectual Property Appellate Board,
		
Kochhar & Co, Chennai the trademark registry, the geographical
indications registry and the deputy
controller of patents and designs. The
city’s long-standing relationship with
the trademark registry – and original
jurisdiction over trademark matters at the
the rankings still tend to skew towards Delhi and Mumbai,” says Madras High Court – has led to judges who are well-trained and
Ravindran. “Some of the largest Indian companies are come from highly-experienced in intellectual property matters, which has
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made the court an increasingly sought-after forum for trademark
litigation. The court has seen numerous high-profile cases,
including the Novartis/Gleevec patent case and the Bajaj Auto v.

in Chennai, and the Madras High Court accounts for the secondhighest number of IP cases in India, behind only Delhi. “Chennai
attracts top IP minds.”
Anyone hoping to grow Ahmedabad’s
IP practice probably faces higher hurdles
than someone trying to do the same in
Chennai. “One practical difference in
There aren’t as many multinationals the state of Gujarat is that the high court
does not have original jurisdiction,” says
headed this way as to Mumbai and Bhavsar. “The high courts in Mumbai
Delhi and Madras can take IP cases
Delhi, but Chennai is an important and
straight to the high court, but here, you
hub. From 2009 onwards, a lot of mid- have to start at the district court level.
percent of the pharma companies
size companies have headquartered Forty
in India are located in Gujarat, but often,
both parties would prefer to go to Delhi to
in Chennai.
initiate patent litigation. It is more difficult
- Bharath Subramanian, partner, to explain complex IP problems to district
		
Anand and Anand, Chennai court judges than to high court judges,
and the expectation is that you’re better
off before a high court judge.”
Acharya, however, says that Gujarat
boasts a complement of competent IP
lawyers, and that its courts are wellTVS Motor patent case, all which have increased expertise of the versed in IP laws. “We get some very good judgments from
bar and bench in the city, says Ravindran.
Gujarat courts. People know Delhi, they know Mumbai and
Nearly a third of all patent applications in India are filed in they’re starting to know Bangalore, but over the past three or
Chennai, says Deepak Vaid, an advocate at Surana & Surana four years, people have also started to know Ahmedabad and
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Gujarat.”
Something else lawyers outside Delhi and Mumbai can claim
is frequently lower costs. “We do litigation and we do prosecution
before the IP office,” Acharya says, “just like anyone else. The
cost here is lower, you have competent lawyers and and you get
good judgments.”
Bhavsar also says that the lack of original jurisdiction in the
High Court of Gujarat sometimes discourages IP rights owners
from litigating in the state. “At the high court level, judges have
specialized training for IP. You won’t find the same judge in
Ahmedabad, or a judge with the same appreciation for IP law in
Ahmedabad,” Bhavsar says.
“Delhi and Mumbai judges hear IP cases day-in and day-out,
but it’s much less common here; in Ahmedabad, a judge might
see an IP case once or twice a month, while in Delhi or Mumbai, it
might be once a day. Judges really have the ability to appreciate
IP law better when they see it more frequently,” he says.
As India’s global footprint continues to grow, the country still
faces skepticism from some investors. “A recent study shows
that some European companies are uncomfortable doing
business in India because of the perceived lack of IP expertise
here,” says Surana. “There’s a belief that enforcement is difficult
and time consuming. But if that is true, why would so many top
global companies have their research and development centres
in India? If there were concerns about the quality of IP protection,
or the lack of it, companies would not be spending their money
here. India is a great place to do business.”
Surana notes candidly that Indians have a reputation for frugal
engineering, citing the tiny Tata Nano, for example. “We have
been trained to do more with less here. It’s a cultural thing. If you
want fashionable handbags or perfume, you go to Paris or Milan
or New York. But if you want to do more with less, you’ll go to
India and to Chennai.”
Subramanian says that lawyers – and clients – in India’s
secondary and tertiary cities often do things a bit differently than
those in the largest cities: they place a high value on relationships
and often entrust all sorts of matters to the same professional.
“People take a traditional approach here. You tend to use one
family doctor, whether you have a broken leg or a heart attack.
It’s the same with a family lawyer, whether you’re getting married
or divorced, establishing or acquiring a family business or
registering a trademark.”
Subramanian says that the smaller stature of the cities in
South India, in particular, has helped the region’s lawyers retain
a collegial atmosphere when working with, or against, each other.
“The region has a close-knit, cordial legal community which is
often able to settle matters out of court,” he says.

Off the Beaten Path: India

those law firms wouldn’t be here if there was no reason. The
mindset about Chennai is changing in India, and it has become
imperative for law firms to have a presence here. It may only be
a representative office, but they’re coming,” Ramanathan says.
Selvam has witnessed first-hand national law firms’ intensifying
interest in South India: in 2007 he opened a Chennai office for
Lall & Sethi. “Until 2007, no North Indian law firms had opened
offices here. We were heavy in enforcement work at the time,” he
says. “When Chennai became a manufacturing hub, Bangalore
an IT hub and Hyderabad a pharmaceuticals hub, suddenly the
North India firms became more interested. Now, you see a lot of
new law firms coming south, especially on the IP side.”
The increasing interest in IP work in Chennai does have a
downside, he says. “We’ve seen numerous occasions where
a criminal lawyer, for example, sets up shop as a trademark
lawyer, and files applications with no real knowledge of IP law,
which causes all sorts of problems,” Selvam says. “An IP agent
or IP lawyer is required by law for applications, but many non-IP
lawyers seem able to get things done anyway.”
National firms have their eyes on Ahmedabad, too, says
Nanavati. “IP practice in this part of the country is growing.
More in-house counsel are being hired by the pharmaceutical
companies here, and national firms are setting up offices here.
Others are looking at setting up branches, too.”
Other lawyers doubt there will be a rush of national law firms
to set up shop in Ahmedabad. “For most national firms, it has
been difficult to open an office in Ahmedabad,” Bhavsar says.
“First, language is big issue. India isn’t like Japan or Hong Kong
or the US where everybody speaks the same language. Second,
multinational corporations are unlikely to register their office in
Ahmedabad. They are likely to register in Delhi or Mumbai, which
is why you have firms there which specialize in everything. It’s
very unlikely that those companies will come to Ahmedabad,
unlikely they’ll have an issue that comes to court in this area, and
unlikely that they’ll need an Ahmedabad lawyer.”
But lawyers in India – in smaller and larger cities alike – may
one day face competition from international firms, too, says Nakul
Sharedalal, an advocate at YJ Trivedi in Ahmedabad.
“In Ahmedabad, we will almost certainly see an era where not
only will national firms muscle in with branches, but we’ll also see
international firms coming to India. More and more multinational
corporations are coming to India, and behind them will be the
international law firms. KPMG and PricewaterhouseCoopers are
already here in the accounting sector, and I see that happening
with law firms, eventually,” Sharedalal says. “Small firms will have
to accept it and work to improve. They do have the advantage of
being able to provide personal service to their clients.” AIP

Invasion of the National Firms
With an increasing focus on intellectual property protection
in India’s secondary cities, it shouldn’t surprise anyone to learn
that national firms are increasingly turning their attention to those
cities.
“Five years ago, if you were looking for a lawyer in Chennai,
it was just small proprietors. Nobody wanted to start a law firm
here,” says Rajesh Ramanathan, a partner at TMT Law Practice
in Chennai. “But the focus has shifted and it is more conducive
to come here now.”
Chennai is a port of entry by sea, railroad and air, and the city
is growing. A number of international hotel chains have recently
opened properties. Law firms like Anand and Anand, AZB and
FoxMandal have joined the multitude of small practitioners
who are already in Chennai. “The hotels wouldn’t be here, and
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Battle Cry for IP Courts
“New Court or no new court” might be one of the most-frequently asked questions among IP
practitioners as they face an increasing amount of IP litigation. Lawyers across Asia tell Johnny
Chan what they really want.

urisdictions such as Greece, Kenya, South Africa,
Thailand, the United Kingdom, the United States and
the Andean Community might have specialist intellectual
property courts, tribunals or alternative dispute resolution forums
to handle IP cases, but for most places in Asia, they do not yet
have any of those – although they are all ready for them.

Despite the country’s lack of an IP court, “the amount of IP
litigation in Australia is significant and increasing,” says Paul
Thompson, principal at Fisher Adams Kelly in Brisbane.
China has no specialized IP courts, either, but will soon
establish some under the president’s latest instruction. “Despite
having no IP courts now, in each intermediate or higher-level
court, there are specialized IP tribunals
handling IP cases,” says Tingxi Huo, a
partner at Chofn Intellectual Property in
Beijing. “But there is more than enough
Despite Australia’s lack of an IP IP litigation at the Beijing No. 1 People’s
Intermediate Court.”
court, the amount of IP litigation is India also does not have an IP
court, but does an Intellectual Property
significant and increasing.
Appellate Board (IPAB) based in
- Gregory Ross, partner, Chennai, with benches in Mumbai, New
Delhi, Kolkata and Ahmedabad. “The
Eakin McCaffery Cox, Sydney IPAB has jurisdiction to hear revocation,
cancellation and rectification of patent,
trademark and geographical indication
appeals from the Controller of Patents,
the Registrar of Trademarks and the
Registrar of Geographical Indications,”
Major commercial IP disputes are commonly heard by the says Mohan Dewan, principal at RK Dewan & Co in Mumbai.
Federal Court of Australia, says Gregory Ross, a partner at Eakin “Matters of passing off and infringement are filed before and
McCaffery Cox in Sydney. “The specialist Copyright Tribunal can adjudicated by the District Courts and High Courts. There are 600
be available for some types of copyright dispute.”
District Courts and 24 High Courts, and they are the principal civil
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Medan, Jakarta, Semarang, Surabaya and Makassar. “Indonesia
also has a national board of arbitration and a specific IP arbitration
and mediation centre that were launched in 2010. The IP laws
only suggest ADR for infringement, not
for disputes over IPRs,” says Debbie
Manurung, a partner at Suryomurcito
& Co (affiliated with Rouse) in Jakarta.
The establishment of an IP court “Infringers are most likely uncooperative
in litigation and tend to resolve through
would go a long way in the expeditious ADR only.”
However, “there is no real history of
disposal of IP cases and, in the usage
of ADR, so arbitration remains
process, benefit industry, trade and rare.” says Prudence Jahja, an associate
at Januar Jahja & Partners in Jakarta.
commerce.
Compared with the other civil cases,
- Mohan Dewan, principal, the number of IP cases in Indonesia is
also fairly small. “There were only about
RK Dewan & Co, Mumbai 81 in 2013 and approximately 100 cases
per year from 2009 to 2012 – the numbers
are the total from the five Commercial
Courts,” Manurung says, explaining that,
as a percentage of total cases, IP makes
a very small portion. “For the general civil
expeditious disposal of IP cases and, in the process, benefit court itself, the Supreme Court records about 18,000 to 23,000
cases per year.”
industry, trade and commerce,” says Dewan.
Even if litigation grows, the quality of many court decisions is
In Indonesia, the Commercial Courts are the courts which
resolve commercial IP cases, as well as cases of things such as low, and foreign parties usually do not trust the rulings, Manurung
bankruptcy and insolvency applications. There are five, located in says. “Infringement cases are rare because the amount of
courts of original jurisdiction in each state and union territory.”
Yet, the number of cases across India is rising. “The
establishment of an IP court would go a long way in the
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damages is highly uncertain.”
Given the level of unpredictability, appeal is something that
should be planned on and budgeted for when filing a lawsuit
in the Commercial Courts, says Andrew Diamond, a foreign IP

and administrative courts,” says Nguyen Duc Xuan, managing
partner at Ageless IP Attorneys & Consultants in Hanoi.
“However, efficiency of handling IP disputes will be higher if an
IP court is established.”
Japan, on the other hand, has had
a specialist IP High Court since 2005,
comprising four regular divisions and a
special division for grand panel which has
There is enough litigation to support five judges to hear cases. Moreoever, the
Tokyo and Osaka District Courts have
the IP High Court, although Japan is special IP divisions that hear civil cases
the court of first instance. There is also
far from a litigious society and the as
an ADR forum, the Japan Intellectual
number of IP cases here has been on Property Arbitration Centre, co-founded
1998 by the Japan Patent Attorneys
a slight decline over the past decade. in
Association and the Japan Federation of
- Yasuhiro Suzuki, patent attorney, Bar Associations, says Yasuhiro Suzuki,
a patent attorney at Saegusa & Partners
Saegusa & Partners, Osaka in Osaka. “There is enough litigation
to support the IP High Court, although
Japan is far from a litigious society and
the number of IP cases here has been
on a slight decline over the past decade.
The IP High Court hears appeals from
consultant at Januar Jahja & Partners. “A recent study indicated district courts in civil cases as the court of second instance and
that approximately 31% of all IP cases before the Commercial lawsuits against appeal decisions made by the Japan Patent
Courts were appealed to the Supreme Court.”
Office (JPO) as the court of first instance.”
The Intellectual Property Office of New Zealand (IPONZ) has
According to its statistics for the past 11 years, the IP High
specialized tribunals dealing with oppositions and revocations Court annually handles about 100 new civil IP appeals and about
of patents, trademarks and designs. In patent hearings, the 480 new suits against decisions made by JPO. In addition, the
hearing officers or assistant commissioners are experienced IP High Court hears other civil and administrative cases under
patent examiners or former commissioners. In trademark cases, the jurisdiction of the Tokyo High Court where expertise on IP
the hearing officers or assistant commissioners are appointed matters is needed for the latter to conduct proceedings.
barristers, former solicitors or patent attorneys with considerable
Malaysia also has IP courts comprising session courts, high
experience in trademarks. But at the High Court level, there is courts and a copyright tribunal, says Benjamin Thompson, an
no specialist IP division, even though
New Zealand needs one, says Andrew
Brown, managing partner at Bankside
Chambers in Auckland.
Even though there is substantial
A specialist court encourages parties
litigation in large cities such as Karachi
to bring their matters to court for a
and Lahore, Pakistan also has no
separate IP division. “Infringement
swift decision.
cases are heard by the district judge
- Benjamin Thompson, advocate,
having territorial jurisdiction except
in Karachi, where the High Court has
Thompson Associates, Kuala Lumpur
original jurisdiction for cases beyond
PRs10.3 million (US$105,000). The
current maximum court fee is PRs15,000
(US$150) plus approximately PRs5,000
(US$50) of miscellaneous expenses,”
says Ahmad Sheikh, an advocate at
Sheikh Brothers in Karachi. “In registration matters, the High advocate at Thompson Associates in Kuala Lumpur. “Adequate
Court has appellate jurisdiction against the orders of the Registrar numbers of civil and criminal cases are being heard in Kuala
of Trade Marks.”
Lumpur. A specialist court encourages parties to bring their
According to the Vietnamese Supreme People’s Court, there matters to court for a swift decision.”
were 93 IP court cases from 2000 to 2005, but only 61 of them
Similarly, the Supreme Court of Singapore has an IP court
were handled during that period. From 2006 to 2009, there were with IP judges. WIPO has also established an arbitration and
108 court cases, so “there is not enough litigation to support an mediation centre there for dispute resolution in Asia, says Alvin
IP court,” says Dang The Duc, managing partner at Indochine Lim, a partner at Rodyk & Davidson in Singapore. “Moreover,
Counsel in Ho Chi Minh City.
we have a copyright tribunal for resolving disputes between
“IP matters in Vietnam are generally handled by governmental licensors. Disputes relating to trademark and patent, etc, may
authorities under administrative procedures or by civil, criminal also be adjudicated at first instance by the Hearing and Mediation
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The Malaysian IP courts are in the existing court buildings and
court fees are the same as other civil proceedings, Benjamin
Thompson says. “IP court judges may also be allocated to other
civil cases if their schedules permit.”
“If an IP court is speedy and cost
effective, it may increase costs to
infringers instead.” says Paul Thompson.
Also, if IP cases are heard by a general
Establishing an IP court does court, there is less interest in getting
the decision right and with no proper
not necessarily involve having to decision, the court signals to public that
infringement is tolerable, which ultimately
physically build another court.
decreases foreign direct investment,
- Alvin Lim, partner, says Manurung.
“As long as the IP court is entitled to
Rodyk & Davidson, Singapore
handle all types of disputes including
infringement, it could reduce business
risk with consistent and predictable
decisions and based on the consistency,
right holders would be able to better plan
their business strategy,” says Cho.
While hearing all kinds of disputes might be convenient for all
or cancellation trials of registrations) in regard to trademarks,
designs, patents and utility models. There is also the patent parties, Huo worries that some judges might be inexperienced in
court which reviews appeal cases against decisions of the IPT, criminal law or other areas out of their expertise.
Additional costs are significant to Japan, though, as the
but it does not handle infringement litigation – infringement is
adjudicated by the civil court, says Yoonkyung Cho, a partner at technical advisors are commissioned by and at the expense of
the IP High Court. They are part-time public officials who assist
YP Lee, Mock & Partners in Seoul.
There is enough litigation to support the patent court, says Jae judges by providing expert opinions relevant to the proceedings
Hoon Kim, a partner at Lee & Ko in Seoul, as it handled 1,040 in about 10% of patent cases. There are about 200 appointed
cases in 2013. “Because the court consists of 12 judges, this technical advisors, most of whom are university professors,
Suzuki says. “Yet, I believe such additional costs are fully justified
figure corresponds to roughly 100 cases per judge.”
Taiwan’s IP court was established on July 1, 2008 to and supported by IP owners and practitioners due to the growing
adjudicate IP-related civil, criminal, and administrative disputes. complexity of cases.”
Its jurisdiction is very broad, including
matters under various acts of patent,
trademark, copyright, optical disk, trade
secrets, species of plants and seedlings
and fair trade. For civil matters, the IP
It is an acknowledged risk of an IP
court serves as both the trial court and
court that if only a small number of
the appellate court, with the Supreme
Court being the court of last resort.
judges are appointed, then if a judge
Criminal complaints are litigated in
has a particular view of key issues,
ordinary district courts in the first
instance, with the IP court serving as the
that may prevail at first instance.
appellate court in criminal matters, and
the Supreme Court as the court of last
- Andrew Brown, managing partner,
resort. Administrative cases are heard by
		
Bankside Chambers, Auckland
the IP court in the first instance with the
Supreme Administrative Court directly
hearing appeals as the court of last
resort, says Peter Dernbach, a partner at
Winkler Partners in Taipei.
The numbers of civil, criminal and
Nonetheless, many practitioners are frustrated by the unfulfilled
administrative actions are around 700, 430 and 500 annually,
respectively, so there is enough IP litigation to support an IP promise of improvement in predictability of rulings. Some also
court, says Crystal Chen, a partner at Tsai, Lee & Chen in Taipei. complain non-uniform approaches adopted by different divisions
of the IP High Court. More collaboration among the four regular
Costs and Risks
divisions and/or more reliance on the Special Division for Grand
Establishing an IP court is no easy task, as some expect that Panel is encouraged, Suzuki adds. “At the moment, the unifying
there could be additional costs brought to both local governments role of the Supreme Court in interpretation and application of IP
and IP owners. However, the result is quite the opposite.
law has not been diminished by the establishment of the IP High
“Establishing an IP court does not necessarily involve having Court.”
to physically build another court,” says Lim.
Some costs are justifiable, but others are not.
division of the Intellectual Property Office of Singapore.”
The Korea Intellectual Property Tribunal (IPT) at the Korean
Intellectual Property Office handles ex parte cases (e.g. trial
against ruling of refusal) and inter parte cases (e.g. invalidation
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Nguyen Duc Xuan says that “trials in Vietnamese courts are run
publicly, except for special cases stipulated by law, so business
secrets may therefore be revealed during proceedings.”
Having an IP jurisdiction might also run the risk that it would be
too limited to be a viable option for providing appropriate relief in
the broader sense, unless the specialist court was given much

One court should be able to handle both types of cases, says
Julia Hung, a partner at Saint Island International Patent and Law
Offices in Taipei.
“The issues to be considered, particularly those relating to
validity, are common to both venues. The art of interpretation
is also required in both environments,” Paul Thompson says. “A
court competent in both would be more
skilled and experienced in dealing with
each than a court focusing on only one
type of cases.”
A specialist court might be slightly “A specialist court might be slightly
inexperienced in one type of cases, [but]
inexperienced in one type of cases, the complexity is not high and the judges
all well-educated, so they should
[but] the complexity is not high and are
be able to catch up quickly,” Huo says.
the judges are all well-educated.
“Also, if all IP matters are handled by the
same court, it will be easier to coordinate
		
- Tingxi Huo, partner,
and the parties will not have to go to
Chofn Intellectual Property, Beijing different courts or tribunals separately,
which ultimately saves resources.”
Different IP courts will be confusing
and may cause an action to be filed in the
wrong court, says Benjamin Thompson.
The South Korean patent court should
the same jurisdiction as the existing Federal courts in Australia, be able to handle all types of IP cases; a unified court system
Ross says. “I see it as involving an unnecessary duplication of is actually being discussed at government level, which could
costs and courts.”
considerably increase the number of judges highly-experienced
“Let alone the difficulty in determining the value of damages on enforcement and the quality of rulings, Cho says. “Such a
caused by infringement,” says Dang The Duc.
unified system may contribute to effectively and efficiently
The winning rate for a plaintiff at the Taiwan IP court in a patent resolving cases.”
lawsuit is relatively low, according to statistics. “There is a high
While one court might be enough, some lawyers warn that it
probability that patents would be declared invalid in a court’s should only handle contentious matters and leave the prosecution
decision in view of the IP judges’ stringent scrutiny,” Chen says. work to the IP offices.
“The technical adjudication might be another issue where the
India should have an IP court, says Dewan, but disputes and
viewpoints of a technical examination advisor may possibly affect appeals regarding grant or registration must continue to be
the technical judgment of the IP judge who sits for the case.”
adjudicated by the IP offices and the IPAB, respectively. “An
Businesses hence tend not to file
patent applications in Taiwan due to the
incompetent or wrong decisions, says
CF Tsai, managing partner at Deep &
Far in Taipei.
present broad range of IP proficiency,
New Zealand is also vulnerable to
especially in the Federal Court, is
narrow viewpoints. “It is an acknowledged
risk of an IP court or panel that if only a
probably as good as we have seen in
small number of judges are appointed
Australia.
(as would be likely here) then if a judge
has a particular view of key issues, that
- Paul Thompson, principal,
may prevail at first instance – leading
to a singular view from the court,” says
Fisher Adams Kelly, Brisbane
Brown.
Given the KIPT’s exclusive authority
to invalidate a registered patent, the
regional district court may wait and see
the outcome of the proceedings at the
KIPT before rendering its own decision
on the infringement issue, Kim says. “This delay may significantly IP court should not be overburdened by grant or registration
affect the business in terms of lost opportunities, legal costs, etc.” disputes and appeals, or the purpose of an IP court would be
defeated,” he says. “Only disputes between right holders and
One Court for All
infringers should be handled by an IP court.”
In addition to appeals, there are often disputes brought by right
However, infringement and invalidity of grant or registration
holders concerning their grants or registrations and disputes are often disputed at the same time by the concerned parties,
between right holders and infringers, so should separate IP courts Suzuki notes. “If both types of cases were handled independently
be established? Most lawyers Asia IP spoke to do not think so.
by different forums, the original purpose of an IP court to solve
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Thompson says. “We now have a number of judges both at
the High Court and the Appeals Court who have extensive IP
knowledge.”
The Singapore Supreme Court also has judges who are
acknowledged as leaders in the IP field, Lim says. “We believe
the IP court bench has a good mixture of experience from fields
of academia, practitioners and the
Singapore legal service and this factor
should always be taken into account for
recruitment.”
Training current judicial officers to China does not have enough IP judges,
though. The remedy could be recruiting
become IP judges is highly useful.
from law schools, law firms and legal
- Ahmad Sheikh, advocate, departments of companies, Huo says.
“The newly recruited trainees could
Sheikh Brothers, Karachi then be trained by senior IP judges.
Experienced IP lawyers can also be
good trainers.”
South Korea also needs to increase
the number of judges in not only the
patent court but also general civil
can lodge evidence with it and it will make a decision, commonly courts. “The majority of judges are appointed from those who
without putting the parties to the stress and cost of a formal pass the national bar exam, right after the two-year training
hearing. That, of course, has benefits for some commercial programme at the Judicial Research and Training Institute.
However, it is desirable that more judges should be selected
operations, particularly smaller ones.”
from IP practitioners with considerable work experience, and
Judges
preferably with technology engineering backgrounds,” Cho says.
Even if an IP court is established, it needs qualified judges with “Furthermore, the judges’ service term, in particular at the patent
relevant knowledge, so do jurisdictions in Asia and the Pacific court, should be extended.”
have enough talent? If not, how should such people be recruited,
Also, judges are periodically reshuffled amongst the various
and what would be the training programmes to maintain their courts, which may undermine their specialities in the areas of
competency?
law. It may be worthwhile to consider to appoint judges with
“We have a good body of judges who were IP practitioners,” technical background or interests in IP law to the patent court
Paul Thompson says. “The present broad range of IP proficiency, and allow them to stay there, Kim says. “On top of that, there
especially in the Federal Court, is probably as good as we have should be a specialized training programme as well.”
seen in Australia.”
Many universities offer dedicated
programmes, as do many other
organizations, with some tailored to the
practising legal profession, Ross says.
Lack of local law reporting means
“IP Australia itself offers both online and
substandard court decisions, as they
face-to-face tutorials and training on
various issues.”
are never under scrutiny.
There appears to be no imminent need
for recruitment of judges and judicial
- Debbie Manurung, partner,
experts in Japan. Although very few of
Suryomurcito & Co, Jakarta
the judges have technical or scientific
backgrounds, there are increasing
numbers of specialist judicial research
officials and technical advisors assisting
the judges on technical aspects of the
subject matter. Since 2003, judicial
research officials have been recruited from JPO examiners and
While the number of the Taiwan IP court judges has been
patent attorneys to hold a three-year term. In the same year, the increased from eight to 15 with support of many technological
technical advisor system was also introduced to appoint experts advisors in hearings, the caseload is still too heavy, Dernbach
with relevant technical knowledge as part-time officials. All these says. “Right holders are urging the government to increase
changes have contributed to effective case management in IP judges and technological advisors.”
litigation, Suzuki says. “As a result, the average length of IP
New judges come from patent examiners, judges, prosecutors,
litigation proceedings has been shortened roughly by half in the attorneys, scholars or officials who have a certain level of legal
past decade. On the other hand, the number of IP litigation cases authority over IP matters. “In Taiwan, all candidates shall take
has been stagnant since around 2005.”
the IP Court Judge Training Programme, and only some of them
The Judicial and Legal Training Institute (ILKAP) in Malaysia would eventually be selected to the IP court by the Judicial
provides IP courses to its legal and judicial officers, Benjamin Yuan,” Chen says. “In addition to the recruitment criteria, the
disputes speedily and appropriately would not be fulfilled.”
Some lawyers even have no desire for an IP court.
“I don’t see it as politically prudent, in an Australian context, to
set up additional courts,” Ross says. “We already have a number
of resolution options. In an application for a trademark, patent or
the like, IP Australia offers a system whereby parties to a dispute
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judges need to constantly take on-job training organized by the
IP court, which also invites internationally renowned IP experts,
scholars and judicial practitioners to provide updates on the
latest IP knowledge and judicial opinions.”
Vietnam has no IP judges. When handling IP matters, judges
commonly consult the National Office of Intellectual Property
(NOIP) or the Institute of Intellectual Property, Dang The Duc
says. He says that, ideally, IP judges should be recruited from IP
attorneys who have significant IP experience.

demand for IP training and studies will certainly increase,” Huo
says. “Some people will benefit from IP knowledge from different
angles, and in turn, spread the knowledge to more people.
Consequently, national awareness will be lifted.”
An increased demand for IP training and studies in tertiary
education does in turn increase IP awareness tremendously,
says Sheikh.
By giving students training and studies in IP, or at least a basic
background, they will very likely see IP protection as a priority
to benefit their businesses or their future
employees’ businesses, says Lim.
While IP training or studies is not
compulsory in universities or even law
A
competent,
speedy
and schools, the Taiwan government runs
fairly regular awareness campaigns
independent
Commercial
Court for students at all levels and training
system could make a significant for teachers at university campuses,
Dernbach says. “Right holders still lobby
contribution to protect Indonesia’s for more training and campaigns given
level of illegal downloading and
knowledge-intensive industries, as the
copying of textbooks by students.”
well as to attract robust levels of On the other hand, the Indonesian
tertiary schools lack a robust IP
foreign investment.
curriculum to maintain awareness level.
- Andrew Diamond, foreign IP consultant, Even in law schools, IP is an elective
course with only two credits per semester
Januar Jahja & Partners, Jakarta (about two hours per week for four to five
months), says Manurung.
Schools are not to blame, though,
because without proper law reporting,
academic institutions would not know
where to start in getting their materials
“Training current judicial officers to become IP judges is also for IP training, Manurung adds. “Academic writings could only
highly useful,” adds Sheikh.
use foreign court decisions. Lack of local law reporting means
That, however, might not be the case for Indonesia, as judges substandard court decisions, as they are never under scrutiny.”
are regularly transferred every three years and the possibility for
As governments invest on their IP courts, the public would
the same judges to be stationed back in the commercial court know that IP rights would be strictly enforced, which indirectly
might be remote, says Manurung.
enhances awareness.
Government investment is beneficial to show its commitment
Awareness
towards enforcement and speedy disposal of cases, says Dubey.
An increased demand for IP training and studies in tertiary “Such investment would certainly highlight a policy-level
education could in turn increase IP awareness. A government interest, especially in the national government arena. If that is
investment in IP courts could also signal to the public that IP accompanied by a considered and continuing implementation
rights will be enforced.
to provide a well-run court that is timely and effective, I believe
Government investment in the IP High Court and the IP the importance of IP in a judicial sense would be very much
divisions of the district courts has helped raise awareness in signalled,” says Paul Thompson.
Japan not only among practitioners but also in areas of research
However, investment in an IP court may not signal to the public
and development, engineering, production and sales, Suzuki that the government is pursuing a policy of enforcement of IPRs,
says. “There is no doubt that this has enabled the public to better Kim says. “It may be more evident if the government invests
judge situations in which IPRs might or might not be enforced.”
in expansion of the patent and trademark office or some other
There is a huge emphasis on IP training and studies in New institutes focused on IP enforcement.”
Zealand’s tertiary education. The importance of IP to the economy
In addition to the IP court, the IP police in Taiwan is a clear
is reflected in the large number of IP practitioners and law firms, signal to the public that the government takes IP very seriously
Brown says. “This has led to a very substantial increase in IP and would provide for robust enforcement, says Dernbach.
awareness throughout New Zealand over the last 20 to 25 years.”
This will herald the emergence of a knowledge society, The Future of IP Courts
Regardless of the speed of development of IP courts, many
and training will have definite benefits, such as to propagate
innovative culture, profitability, market leadership and creation of lawyers expect that their courts handling IP cases would become
wealth, says Neeraj Dubey, a partner at PSA, Legal Counsellors more accessible in the future.
Australian courts are increasingly moving towards electronic
in New Delhi. “Understanding the role of IP online, healthcare
and a dozen of other areas will promote informed discussion and lodgement and “I recently conducted a telephone hearing for an
injunction,” Ross says. “That will continue and other electronic
awareness would be an immediate consequence.”
“As individuals and companies encounter more problems, their and distance facilities will, in time, become increasingly available
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to lessen some of the cost of court process.”
Since the setting up of the IP court in Malaysia in 2007,
accessibility as well as cases in the IP court are mostly centred
in the main cities, especially Kuala Lumpur and Shah Alam,
Benjamin Thompson says. “Hopefully, in the next decade, each
state will have a dedicated IP court.”
The IP court in Singapore is also accessible to all parties and
should remain the same in future, says Lim.
As an e-filing system has been implemented and a variety of
agenda to allow handling all kinds of cases have been actively
discussed in the government, South Koreans will be able to more
easily access the patent court in the next decade, says Cho.
To be even more accessible, the Taiwan IP court will respond
to criticism by making an effort to resolve the issue of low winning
rate for patent holders, says Chen.
For those that do not yet have IP courts, it is just a matter of
time.
“As Vietnam integrates into the world economy and judicial
system, an IP court is expected in the next decade,” says Nguyen
Duc Xuan.
More and more IP courts will be set up as the demand
increases, says Huo.
It is expected that an IP tribunal in Pakistan will be constituted
for litigation and appeal, says Riffat Chughtai, a partner at Remfry
& Son in Karachi. “If that happens, the litigation and appeal
matters may be disposed of quickly.”
“Ideally, the capital of every state in India should have an
IP court, which would adjudicate disputes arising from its
jurisdiction,” says Dewan.
“A competent, speedy and independent Commercial
Court system could make a significant contribution to protect
Indonesia’s knowledge-intensive industries, as well as to attract
robust levels of foreign investment,” says Diamond.

Role Models
Besides recognizing the need to establish specialized IP
courts, te lawyers want their future judicial establishments to
resemble the reputation and function of some of the top IP courts
in the world.
The German Federal Patent Court would be a role model, as it
is similar to the Indian courts, Dewan says. “It is also pragmatic
in awarding costs to litigants and does not entertain opportunistic
litigation as those in the American courts – it separately
adjudicates upon legal and technical matters.”
A mixture of the US and Germany would be great due to the
balance of cost and authority or persuasiveness of the decisions,
says Tsai.
The highly-specialized system makes the Japanese IP court a
great role model, says Dang The Duc.
Japan and Taiwan’s IP courts are structured and knowledgeable
with cases accessible online, says Benjamin Thompson.
Another is the UK County Court, Paul Thompson says.
“Australia has a UK-derived legal system. This particular court
has good process, limited discovery and is fast to a decision.”
The US Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) has
the authority to hear both infringement and invalidity arguments,
provides a dependable forum having predictable and developed
standards for IP dispute resolution, Kim says. “Moreover, the
CAFC has numerous procedural mechanisms such as expansive
discovery, which allows the CAFC’s decision to be based on
comprehensive evaluation of not only technical but also business
facts.”
WIPO’s increasing offerings are also becoming acceptable
across the world, Ross says. “Its ability to offer particular
expertise in respect of IP issues will provide a saving in time and
cost, which will be attractive to some parties wishing to resolve
disputes.” AIP
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IPR Enforcement Innovations
in the Shanghai Pilot Free
Trade Zone
Shanghai’s Pilot Free Trade Zone enjoys preferential policies and has more flexibility to meet the
requirements of high efficiency, convenience and speed, all of which render innovation in IPR law
enforcement mechanisms a pressing demand. George Fu, Cathy Wu, Yuxia Zhang and He Tao
explain why Shanghai is expected to become an Asia-Pacific IPR center by the year 2020.
he China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone (FTZ)
officially launched on September 29, 2013, marking
the commencement of the exploration phase for the
liberalization of six sectors: financial services, shipping services,
commercial and trade services, professional services, cultural
services and social services, thereby unveiling a “second
reform and liberalization for the transformation of China.” The
establishment of the free trade zone aims to nurture China’s new
advantages in response to global competition, to construct a new
platform for cooperation with other countries for development,
and to explore new arenas for economic growth. This article
provides a preliminary discussion of the establishment of
intellectual property rights enforcement mechanisms in the FTZ.

T

Status Quo and Issues in Chinese IPR
Administrative Enforcement
Intellectual property rights are private rights of a public nature.
A dual-track system has been applied to China’s IPR protection
utilizing both judicial and administrative approaches. Although
administrative IPR enforcement is regarded as one of the
features of China’s IPR protection regime, problems relating to
current Chinese IPR administrative enforcement still linger, as
described below:
IPR enforcement system fragmentation results in
excessively decentralized enforcement authority. Under the
general framework of China’s IPR administrative enforcement, the
management of patent authorization, trademark registration and
July 2014

copyright registration is separate. Administrative management
and enforcement are integrated but stand individually as an
independent system.
A number of government bureaus are involved in IPR
administrative enforcement. Administrative enforcement of IP
rights involves government ministries such as public security,
commerce, culture, agriculture, forestry, customs, industry
and commerce and quality control, performing activities that
are intimately involved with intellectual property rights. Every
ministry has its own law enforcement team. Although these
teams are small in size and personnel, their functions are quite
comprehensive.
However, some problems have arisen in this system – lack
of unified policies, overlapping law enforcement, decentralized
management, conflicting rules and regulations, and differing
law enforcement standards. A fragmented IPR administrative
management system is detrimental to the image of the
government and the dignity of the law, and frustrates market
participants when they seek protection under laws and policies.
A local IPR management structure impairs law
enforcement authority. As far as vertical IPR management is
concerned, a combination model exploiting centralized, unified
government leadership and autonomous local management
has been adopted. However, there still isn’t a unified standard
in place for the establishment of local IPR bureaus; moreover,
regional development is imbalanced. Under PRC law, patent
authorization, trademark registration and copyright registration
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a comprehensive law enforcement system to achieve efficient
regulation of quality and technical supervision, food and drug
administration, intellectual property rights and industrial and
commercial taxation, and shall actively encourage social forces
to participate in market supervision.”
The Shanghai Municipal Government enacted the
Administrative Measures for the China (Shanghai) Pilot Free
Trade Zone (the Measures) on September 22, 2013. The
Measures are local regulations formulated in accordance with
the State Council’s Overall Plan, and they contain the following
provisions concerning IPR administrative enforcement and
protection in the FTZ:
Article 4 provides that Shanghai must set up a China
(Shanghai) Free Trade Zone Management Committee (the
Management
Committee).
The
Management Committee, dispatched by
the Shanghai Municipal Government, will
be responsible for reform of the Pilot Free
Often, the establishment of local IPR bureaus Trade Zone as well as overall planning
for the management and coordination
depends on how much attention the local of administrative affairs, including IPRrelated administrative management.
government pays to IPR.
Article 5 the functions, including IPRrelated matters that the Management
Committee must fulfill in the FTZ. These
responsibilities specifically include initial
approval of submissions from patent
agencies and the issuance of patent
The authority of IPR administrative enforcement bureaus advertising certification, registration of overseas book publication
is variable and the development of law enforcement contracts, registration of licensing contracts granting copyrights
resources is unbalanced. At present, administrative law for overseas audiovisual products, the recording of imported
enforcement for patent and copyright cases has lagged behind books printed in Shanghai, and other administrative matters
enforcement for trademark cases both in terms of number entrusted by the intellectual property management bureau.
of cases accepted and size of the enforcement teams. This Meanwhile, the Management Committee will be responsible for
situation can be attributed to the following factors: (i) the administrative mediation and the handling of patent disputes in
underdevelopment of patent law enforcement prerequisites the FTZ.
Article 6 that the Management Committee’s comprehensive
such as the establishment of patent management institutions,
team building, technical facilities, transport vehicles law enforcement bureau must carry out intellectual property
and communication tools; (ii) lack of authority by patent management in accordance with the law, including the centralized
management bureaus to impose administrative penalties for exercise of administrative penalty rights, administrative
patent infringement other than patent counterfeiting such that compulsory measures and administrative inspection rights in
infringers do not receive the punishment they deserve and relation to the administrative penalty rights that were previously
consequently repeat their offenses; and (iii) the impracticality of exercised by Shanghai agencies in charge of IPR matters.
Article 8 Customs, the Administration for Industry and
administrative law enforcement methods and procedures.
Commerce, the quality supervision agency, the public security
bureau and other agencies must establish administrative offices
FTZ Institutional Innovations in
in the FTZ to supervise and administrate IPR customs protection,
IPR Administrative Enforcement
Since the launch of the FTZ, “magnet effects” brought about geographical indicators and trademarks according to the law.
Article 31 of the Measures provides that the FTZ must
by institutional innovations have emerged, as evidenced by an
increasing number of enterprises, burgeoning market vitality and encourage and support professional institutions to provide
mounting international investment and trade transactions. Along services such as IPR mediation, safeguarding of legal rights
with this, the number and types of IPR disputes has inevitably and the provision of assistance for intellectual property
multiplied. New areas, new models, new types of business protection. Article 37 further provides that the arbitration center
operation and modified laws and regulations are bound to give of Shanghai Municipality must improve its arbitration rules, and
rise to new legal issues as well as new and complex cases that enhance the professionalization and internationalization of the
arbitration of commercial affairs in the FTZ in accordance with
are unique to the FTZ.
To ensure that IPR enforcement adapts to the new situation applicable law. The FTZ must also adopt various methods, such
in the FTZ and to overcome existing institutional defects arising as mediation and arbitration, to solve IPR-related disputes in
from fragmented administrative law enforcement, the State the FTZ.
We can infer from the foregoing that IPR administrative
Council specified in its Overall Plan for the China (Shanghai)
Pilot Free Trade Zone that, “…Reform of the administrative enforcement in the FTZ will be characterized as follows:
management system shall be intensified. The Pilot Zone shall
1. The FTZ will establish a Management Committee-centered
construct a collective and uniform market regulation system and
are subject to the centralized and unified management of the
national government, while government entities at the provincial
and municipal levels are responsible for administrative law
enforcement.
Oftentimes the establishment of local IPR bureaus depends
not on the existing IPR regime but rather on how much attention
the local government pays to IPR, resulting in a variety of
coexisting models for the establishment of IPR bureaus.
Such disparities reflect the different levels of importance local
governments place on IPR and leads to divergent functions of
local IPR administrative bureaus. Consequently, implementation
in different regions differs dramatically, resulting in obstacles to
communication between different regions during coordinated law
enforcement initiatives.
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comprehensive and centralized law enforcement system.
The Management Committee must implement centralized law
enforcement functions within the FTZ with respect to patents and
copyrights, and must exercise the right to impose administrative
penalties, administrative compulsory measures and administrative
inspections. The negative influence of a fragmented IPR
management and law enforcement model is expected to be
alleviated; and the current situation, characterized by too many
law enforcement bureaus and inconsistent standards, can be
improved to some extent
2. The AIC will continue to enjoy independent administrative
law enforcement authority over trademark and unfair competition
cases; however, the existing Bonded Area Comprehensive AIC
Branch in the FTZ will be renamed the FTZ Branch.
3. Customs, public security and other bureaus will station
themselves or establish offices in the FTZ to exercise regulatory
and administrative duties in the FTZ in accordance with the law.
4. The FTA will explore the establishment of a centralized
and unified market supervision and law enforcement system
to strengthen inter-bureau coordination, to further clarify the
functions and cooperation mechanisms of the regulatory
bureaus, and to enhance supervision and regulatory efficiency
for the purpose of building a coordinated, open, fair, honest and
orderly competitive market environment for the FTZ.

Legal Analysis of the Administrative Law
Enforcement Authority of the FTZ
Management Committee
As mentioned previously, the Overall Plan approved by
the State Council has for the first time proposed that the FTZ
build a collective and uniform market regulation system and
a comprehensive law enforcement system. The Shanghai
Municipal Government subsequently formatted the Measures in
accordance with the Overall Plan, specifying that the Management
Committee dispatched by Shanghai Municipal Government
must fulfill duties such as comprehensive administrative law

An Analysis of the Political Status of the Newly-Established
Management Committee
Article 4 of the Measures provides that the Management
Committee is an agency dispatched by the Shanghai Municipal
Government to implement reform tasks in the FTZ and to
coordinate and manage certain administrative affairs, including
those involving intellectual property rights. The dispatched
agency is a branch or representative agency established by the
state administrative authority in a particular area. “Governmentdispatched agency” refers to a representative agency established
and authorized by the government or government bureaus to
fulfill certain administrative functions in a certain area or within
a particular organization. In light of this, as a newly dispatched
agency does the Management Committee enjoy the legal
capacity of an independent administrative body?
The Management Committee was established in accordance
with the Administrative Measures for the China (Shanghai) Pilot
Free Trade Zone, an organization based on local administrative
regulations rather than on the Constitution or the Organization
Law. Because of this, it is not considered an independent
administrative body. In the course of fulfilling specific
management duties, however, the Management Committee may
acquire independent administrative body capacity if it is explicitly
authorized by law with respect to a specific matter. So far the
National People’s Congress and its Standing Committee have
not passed any statute or regulation so authorizing the Shanghai
Municipal Government or the Management Committee. For
this reason, currently the Management Committee is merely
an agency of the Shanghai Municipal Government, without
independent administrative entity capacity.

An Analysis of the Legality of the Management Committee’s
Administrative Law Enforcement Rights
The legal basis of administrative authority generally includes:
(i) the administrative body’s inherent authority under the
Constitution and the Organization Law; and (ii) the authority
with which the administrative body is
endowed by other laws and regulations.
Of these two sources of authority, the
former is the basic authority possessed
Taking both the rule of law and the by an administrative body due to the fact
that it was established pursuant to the
encouragement of innovation into account Constitution or the Organization Law,
renders these questions particularly worthy of with its primary authority granted upon its
establishment; in other words, inherent
discussion.
authority. The authority of the People’s
Government at all levels prescribed by
the Constitution and the Organization
Law is a typical example of inherent
authority. In addition to the inherent
authority of an administrative body, laws
enforcement within the FTZ in connection with patents and and regulations other than the Constitution or the Organization
copyrights. Does the Management Committee enjoy the Law might also grant authority to an administrative body. This
capacity of an independent administrative entity because it was authority, however, is acquired rather than inherent, because it
established under the Measures? Is there a specific legal basis did not originate from the Constitution or the Organization Law.
for the Management Committee to exercise law enforcement
The Measures of the Shanghai government provided that
authority over patents and copyrights? Does the Management the Management Committee is responsible for the overall
Committee’s administrative law enforcement under the municipal administrative management of IPR-related issues, including the
government’s regulations constitute administrative authorization lawful enforcement of administrative penalties, administrative
or administrative delegation? Taking both the rule of law and the compulsory measures and administrative inspections in relation
encouragement of innovation into account when creating a new to administrative penalty rights that were previously exercised
situation in the course of reform and opening-up renders these by the municipal IPR administration authority against illegal acts
questions particularly worthy of reflection and discussion.
connected to copyrights and patents. In light of this, do the Overall
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or regulations. As the basis for the establishment of the
FTZ Management Committee and the authorization of IPR
administrative law enforcement authority, they both contain
certain formal legal defects.
The National People’s Congress and the Standing
Committee did not authorize the mMof statutes and
regulations. Currently the Standing Committee of the National
People’s Congress has temporarily modified the implementation
of the provisions of the Wholly Foreign-owned Enterprise Law,
the Sino-Foreign Equity Joint Venture Law and the Sino-Foreign
Cooperative Joint Venture Law with
respect to administrative examination
and approval procedures, while IPR
provisions remain unaffected.
The patent law expressly provides that the The Patent Law expressly provides
that the Patent Administration Bureaus
Patent Administration Bureaus are responsible are responsible for the implementation
for administrative law enforcement for of administrative law enforcement for
purposes of patent protection. Patent
purposes of patent protection.
administration bureaus refer to functional
bureaus of local governments that are
in charge of work-related patents. The
Implementing Rules of the Patent Law
further provide that patent administration
bureaus are the bureaus responsible
undertaken to formulate administrative regulations. In addition, for administrative work on patent affairs established by the
legislative principles and the provisions of the Constitution and government of any province, autonomous region or municipality
the law must be observed. Administrative regulations should be directly under the central government; or by the government of
called “ordinances,” “regulations” or “measures,” etc. Moreover, any city that consists of districts, has a large amount of patent
administrative regulations must be executed by the Premier and administration work to attend to, and has the ability to deal with
released by the State Council for implementation.
such administrative work. In Shanghai this role was taken by the
Nevertheless, the Overall Plan for the China (Shanghai) Intellectual Property Administration. The PRC Copyright Law has
Pilot Free Trade Zone has not undergone the preceding legal similar provisions regarding copyright administration protection
procedures of project establishment, drafting, examination, bureaus, i.e. the local Copyright Administration.
decision and promulgation. On the contrary, it was passed at
Since the Management Committee is not a functional bureau of
an executive meeting of the State Council and issued by the the Shanghai Municipal Government, it is questionable whether it
State Council in official document Guo Fa [2013] No. 38 without can serve the functions previously undertaken by the Intellectual
being submitted to Premier Li Keqiang for signature or released Property Administration and the Copyright Administration. No
for implementation in the form of an order by the State Council. matter what, the transfer of authority from one legally authorized
Hence, the Overall Plan is an administrative regulatory document bureau to another bureau is beyond the authority of local
approved by the State Council, rather than an administrative regulatory bodies. Thus, the administrative enforcement authority
regulation formulated by the State Council. From the perspective that the Management Committee acquired under the Measures
of the issuance and formulation of regulatory documents, the might conflict with statutes established by higher authorities.
Overall Plan can be categorized as regulations at the bureau or
municipal level. From the perspective of the legal effect of the Analysis of the Management Committee’s
regulatory document however, the Overall Plan took effect upon Administrative Law Enforcement Model
If the basis of the Management Committee’s law enforcement
approval by the State Council. Accordingly, its legal authority is
weightier than that of ordinary bureau or municipal regulations, authority is legal and sufficient, should such an enforcement
said Ding Wei, director of the Shanghai Municipality Legislative model be characterized as administrative authorization or
Affairs Commission of the National People’s Congress, in an administrative entrustment?
interview with China Business News on November 1, 2013.
The Administrative Measures of the China (Shanghai) Pilot An Analysis of the Administrative Authorization Model
Administrative authorization refers to the authorization by
Free Trade Zone enacted by the Shanghai Municipal Government
were formulated in accordance with the State Council’s Overall statute or regulation of all or some administrative authority
Plan, and announced for implementation as an Order of the concerning a certain matter to an organization outside of the
Shanghai Municipal People’s Government No.7 after being administrative bureau. The organization being authorized should
passed at the executive meeting of the Shanghai municipal exercise administrative authority in its own name and assume
government and signed by Mayor Yang Xiong. Consequently, legal liability arising therefrom. According to relevant provisions
the Measures are administrative regulations formulated by the of Chapter 3, “Bureaus Imposing Administrative Penalties,” of
the Administrative Penalties Law, administrative penalties must
Shanghai municipal government.
The Overall Plan and the Measures are an administrative be imposed by administrative bureaus that have the authority
regulatory document and administrative regulations of local to impose them within the scope of their statutory functions
government, respectively and do not function as statutes and authority. The State Council or the People’s Government
Plan approved by the State Council and the Measures issued by
the Shanghai municipal government constitute a legal basis for
the Management Committee to exercise IPR administrative law
enforcement authority?
The Overall Plan and the Measures are not statutes
or regulations, thus do not constitute legal bases. In
accordance with the PRC Legislation Law and the Regulations
on the Procedures for the Formulation of Administrative
Regulations, legal procedures including project establishment,
drafting, examination, decision and promulgation, should be
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of a province, autonomous region or municipality directly under
the control of the central government that is authorized by the
State Council, may decide to allow one administrative bureau
to exercise another administrative bureau’s authority to impose
administrative penalties; except that the authority to impose
administrative penalties involving restrictions on the freedom
of persons may only be exercised by public security bureaus.
Organizations that are authorized by laws and regulations to deal
with the administration of public affairs may impose administrative
penalties within the scope of their legal authority.
Administrative authorization possesses the following legal
characteristics:
(i) The functions and authority of administrative authorization
are generated by the express provisions of statutes and
regulations; hence the organization, content and scope of the
functions and authority should be specified directly by these
statutes and regulations;
(ii) Administrative authorization means a simultaneous
shift of administrative functions, authority and duties; hence,
an organization to which administrative functions and authority
is delegated must simultaneously accept corresponding
administrative duties;

Generally speaking, administrative entrustment is characterized
as follows:
(i) The entrusting party in an administrative entrustment must
be an administrative bureau. Entrustment conducted by a nonadministrative bureau should not be deemed an administrative
entrustment;
(ii) The matter entrusted must fall within the administrative
bureau’s scope of legal authority, since the administrative bureau
cannot entrust beyond its own authority;
(iii) The organization involved in administrative entrustment
should generally be an administrative organization legally
established for the management of public affairs;
(iv) The organization being entrusted must exercise the
authority entrusted in the name of the entrusting administrative
bureau within its scope of authorization, and the entrusting
administrative bureau bears any legal liability arising from such
acts.

An Analysis of the Management Committee’s
Law Enforcement Model
Under the Measures, it seems that the FTZ Management
Committee may perform nine types of administrative management
duties, in its own name and within the
FTZ. In terms of comprehensive law
enforcement concerning centralized
market supervision and management,
Under the Measures, it seems that the FTZ the Management Committee seems able
to exercise administrative penalty rights
Management Committee may perform nine as well as administrative compulsory
measures and administrative inspections
types of administrative management duties.
in relation to patent and copyright matters
in its own name.
Where the Management Committee
performs administrative duties and
exercises IPR administrative penalty
rights in its own name, the system
(iii) Administrative authorization results in the authorized looks more like an administrative authorization model. The
organization obtaining the capacity of an independent organization being authorized can implement administrative
administrative entity capable of independently exercising the actions in its own name and assume independent legal liability
authorized scope of authority and bearing legal liability in its own because its administrative functions and authority are expressly
name.
authorized under applicable law. An organization can take
part in administrative reconsideration as a respondent and in
An Analysis of the Administrative Entrustment Model
administrative litigation as a defendant. In an administrative
Administrative entrustment means that within its scope of authorization model, the Management Committee is an
authority an administrative bureau entrusts an organization embodiment of the unification of “function authority and duty.”
legally established for the management of public affairs
Nevertheless, as the foregoing analysis suggests, in
to exercise certain administrative authority. The entrusted an administrative authorization model the authority of the
organization exercises the delegated authority in the entrusting organization authorized to perform administrative functions and
bureau’s name instead of its own name, and legal liability remains duties can arise only from express provisions of law; and the
with the entrusting bureau. Article 18 of the Administrative organization being authorized as well as the content and scope
Penalties Law provides that “Administrative bureaus may, in of the delegated authority must be directly prescribed by law. The
accordance with the law and their own scope of authority, entrust authorized organization enjoys the legal status of an independent
organizations qualified under the conditions stipulated in Article administrative entity under the Administration Law. The
19 of this Law to implement administrative punishment, and establishment and the functions and duties of the Management
administrative bureaus shall not entrust another organization or Committee, however, arose from Shanghai municipal
person to implement administrative punishment. The entrusting government regulations, not national statutes or regulations.
administrative bureau shall be responsible for supervision of the As an agency dispatched by the municipal government, the
acts of the entrusted organization to implement administrative Management Committee is not an independent administrative
punishment and shall bear all legal liability arising from such acts. entity. Moreover, individual IPR laws and regulations such as
The entrusted organization shall, within its scope of authorization, the Trademark Law, the Patent Law and the Copyright Law
implement administrative punishment in the name of the do not specifically authorize the Management Committee to
entrusting administrative bureau, and shall not entrust another implement IPR law enforcement. For these reasons, under
organization or person to implement administrative punishment.” current circumstances, should the Management Committee
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carry out IPR law enforcement administrative activities its legal
status as well as the source of its administrative authority could
be challenged.
If the Management Committee is treated as an agency
dispatched by the municipal government that performs
administrative duties and exercises IPR administrative penalty
rights in the name of the municipal government, an administrative
entrustment model is an appropriate framework for analysis. Under
this model, the Management Committee exercises its authority
within the scope entrusted by the municipal government, the
legal liability for which must be borne by the entrusting body. The
Management Committee, then, can only enforce the law in the
name of the entrusting body and does not possess independent
administrative entity capacity under the Administration Law.
Article 25.4 of the PRC Administrative Proceedings Law
specifies: “When specific administrative acts are performed
by an organization empowered under statutes or regulations,
such organization shall act as the respondent. Where specific
administrative acts are performed by an organization entrusted
by an administrative authority, the administrative authority that
entrusts such organization shall act as the respondent.” Hence,
the entrusted organization in an administrative entrustment does
not enjoy independent administrative entity capacity, nor can
it act as a defendant in administrative litigation. Instead, it can
only exercise its delegated authority in name of the entrusting

IPR Enforcement in Shanghai

The authors advise that, taking the example of the temporary
amendment of the administrative examination and approval rules
under the statutes concerning the three types of foreign-funded
enterprises in the FTZ, the State Intellectual Property Office and
the National Copyright Administration should coordinate with the
Shanghai municipal government and the appropriate national
government bureaus to file a proposal with the National People’s
Congress that asks the NPC to amend IPR administrative law
enforcement law to grant the FTZ Management Committee the
authority to enforce patent and copyright administration law.

Collaborative IPR Enforcement Innovations
in the FTZ
To improve the IPR protection system, integrate IPR
enforcement resources and resolve IPR protection problems such
as fragmented enforcement and poor inter-bureau coordination,
it is necessary to explore a new mechanism for synchronizing
and coordinating IPR enforcement in the FTZ.

Explore a “Three-In-One” Mechanism that Combines
Trademark, Patent and Copyright Enforcement
The FTZ can take a “great leap forward” in IPR administrative
management by combining trademark, patent and copyright
enforcement into one system that allows administrative law
enforcement to be undertaken entirely by a single bureau. Under
current law, the Management Committee
has already consolidated patent and
copyright administrative enforcement
rights.
Trademark
enforcement,
however,
is
still
implemented
by the
The Free Trade Zone can take a ‘great leap
FTZ’s AIC Branch Office; and Customs,
forward’ by combining trademark, patent and public security, the courts and the
procuratorate continue to fulfill law
copyright enforcement into one system.
enforcement functions at various stages
in accordance with applicable law.
If feasible and proper, the AIC may
authorize the Management Committee
to carry out trademark administrative
enforcement
through
the
abovebureau, and legal liability for the entrusted acts is borne by the described legislative procedures in order to achieve a three-inentrusting bureau. In theory, if patent- and copyright-related one administrative law enforcement model within the FTZ.
matters are centrally managed by the Management Committee,
the importance of patent and copyright protection will be directly Build a Collaborative IPR Enforcement Agency
Considering the current situation in which the AIC is
lifted to the municipal level, and the Management Committee’s
authority would be significantly enhanced. However, it is likely responsible for law enforcement with the Management
that the rapid increase in administrative reconsideration and Committee, the authors hold that by using the model adopted by
administrative litigation will adversely affect the municipal the Pudong New Area as a reference, the FTZ can establish an
“FTZ IPR Protection Center” to implement a new administrative
government.
In summary, the Management Committee still requires enforcement system where a single contact window is available
express authorization under the law or must otherwise for case acceptance. The Center, which could be coordinated
undertake applicable legal procedures to act as an independent and led by the FTZ Management Committee, could set up
administrative entity and implement centralized patent and a collaborative enforcement office composed of various law
copyright administrative law enforcement. When it comes to law enforcement and arbitration bureaus including the FTZ AIC
enforcement patterns, current regulations don’t provide in detail Branch Office, the People’s Courts, the procuratorate, the public
whether the Management Committee’s authority derives from security bureau, Customs and the FTZ Arbitration Tribunal, and it
administrative authorization or administrative entrustment by the could install a public IPR protection hotline to receive IPR-related
Shanghai municipal government, or under the Law Enforcement inquiries, complaints and enforcement requests from citizens
Bureau of the State Intellectual Property Office. If the legality of and corporate entities by telephone, the internet and in-person
the Management Committee’s law enforcement powers cannot reception.
A collaborative law enforcement mechanism such as this would
be resolved as quickly as possible, the uniformity and authority of
the Management Committee’s law enforcement activities in the act in essence a window to the public through which a case might
FTZ will be affected, which will in turn exert a negative impact on be accepted. After complaints and cases accepted are sorted,
they could be transferred to the appropriate law enforcement
the implementation of the spirit of the law.
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units upon notification for verification and handling. In this way
administrative enforcement authority would not be transferred,
making this model distinct from the current enforcement model in
which the FTZ authorizes the Management Committee to directly
implement law enforcement activities.
Regulate Collaborative Law Enforcement through
Regulations as Much as Possible
The authors advise that the FTZ’s collaborative IPR law
enforcement, as a rigid long-term mechanism, should be fixed by
legislation as far as possible. Regulations may be used to deal with
the following issues: (i) the scope of the implementation of joint
law enforcement administration, authority and the coordination
of views; (ii) the principles, disciplinary rules and responsibilities
of collaborative law enforcement; (iii) the conditions, scope
and methods employed in collaborative law enforcement, and
the validity of the opinions of collaboration; and (iv) measures
for handling those who impede collaborative law enforcement.
Applying regulations to collaborative law enforcement can
improve the quality of law enforcement, reduce unnecessary
conflicts, and improve administrative efficiency.
Establish a Shared IPR Law Enforcement
Information Mechanism
Pursuant to Article 5 of the Measures, the FTZ Management
Committee should also be responsible for IPR-related
administrative management work; specifically, the initial approval
of submissions from patent agencies as well as issues such as
patent advertising, the registration of overseas book publication
contracts, the registration of contracts granting licenses for
overseas audiovisual products, the recordation of imported
books printed in Shanghai, and related administrative matters.
Accordingly, the FTZ Management Committee may take a
leading role to strengthen information sharing and communication
with IPR regulatory agencies such as Customs, the AIC, the
quality inspection and public security bureaus, etc., so as to
reduce the adverse effect caused by limited information resources
in supervision and management work. Through information
sharing, personal training, communication and cooperation in the
identification of infringing goods, a consolidated barrier against
infringement can be constructed in the FTZ. International law
enforcement cooperation can curb cross-border IPR infringing
acts and further increase the influence of the FTZ’s various IPR
regulatory agencies on IPR protection matters.
Establish a Summary Procedure for
IPR Administrative Cases
A large number of infringement cases are process, and the
amount of infringing goods involved in most of them is relatively
low. Nevertheless, the handling of such cases has not been
separated from other cases with high claim amounts, resulting
in the inability of administrative law enforcement agencies to
reasonably allocate resources. In addition, since only a relatively
few goods are involved, rights owners do not actively cooperate
with administrative law enforcement actions, making it even more
difficult for administrative law enforcement agencies to handle
these cases.
To escape the foregoing dilemma, it’s might be wise to reform
the FTZ’s IPR case procedures by categorizing infringement
cases on the basis of the amount of goods involved and by the
nature and intensity of the infringing acts. A summary procedure
might make sense in cases involving a low value or a small
quantity of infringing goods, so as to improve administrative
July 2014
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law enforcement efficiency and focus the majority of resources
on important cases. The Management Committee can perform
its coordination and management functions as prescribed in
the Measures by establishing minimum quantity standards for
infringing products and by applying summary procedures to
cases in which goods of smaller quantity or value are legally
seized by the AIC, the quality inspection agency or Customs.

Conclusion
Under the Shanghai IPR Strategic Plan, Shanghai is expected
to become an Asia-Pacific IPR center by the year 2020. The
Free Trade Zone, as an area enjoying preferential policies,
has more flexibility to meet the requirements of high efficiency,
convenience and speed, all of which render innovation in IPR law
enforcement mechanisms a pressing demand. An innovative IPR
mechanism put into trial implementation in the FTZ might yield a
good enough track record to justify nationwide duplication and
promotion. AIP
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Australia Issues
Revised Franchising Laws
for Comment
The Australia government has released a draft of the revised Franchising Code of Conduct. Matthew
Craven and Frances Wheelahan explain how the revised law will, if enacted in the current draft
form, bolster the rights of franchisees and arguably increase the compliance burden on franchisors.

O

n April 2, 2014, the Australian government released for
public comment a draft of the revised Franchising Code
of Conduct (the Code) and a bill to amend the relevant
franchising provisions of the Competition and Consumer Act
2010 (the Act).
The changes are significant. The proposed new franchise
laws bolster the rights of franchisees and, while some “red tape”
requirements have been removed, the additional disclosure
requirements will likely increase the compliance burden on
franchisors. In addition, if the new laws are enacted, franchisors

It is currently proposed that the new franchising laws will
take effect from January 1, 2015. The deadline for submission
of comments on the draft legislation was April 30, 2014, and
we expect that the government will seek to introduce the bill
into parliament in the coming months after considering the
submissions it has received.

Government Implements Review Findings

The revised Code and the proposed amendments to the
Act follow on from the 2013 review of the Code conducted by
Alan Wein, an experienced moderator
in the franchising sector (the review).
In a June 2013 summary of the review
recommendations, Corrs Chambers
The government has made a concerted effort Westgarth lawyers noted that the
review contained 18 recommendations,
to reduce the compliance burden posed by the including key recommendations focusing
on protecting franchisees by improving
Franchising Code of Conduct.
disclosure by franchisors, providing an
express obligation to act in good faith and
strengthening the enforcement regime to
include financial penalties.
The government has stated that the
draft legislation broadly addresses the
and franchisees will also be potentially liable for civil penalties of issues identified in the review. Given the extensive consultation
up to A$51,000 (US$47,900) if they breach certain sections of that occurred during the review, the government has also
the Code.
expressed the view that the impacts of the reforms have been
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thoroughly explored and it is now only seeking comments on
the technical details of the draft laws. The government does not
propose to reconsider the policy underpinning the reforms which
the new legislation implements.

arrangements that apply to goods or services made available
online. Also, if the franchisee is permitted itself to sell goods or
services online, details of:
• whether the franchisee must sell goods or services sold by
the franchisor (and the applicable terms and conditions of doing
More or Less Red Tape?
so);
The government has stated that it has made a concerted effort
• the extent to which such online sales may be supplied
to reduce the compliance burden posed by the Code. However, outside the territory of the franchisee; and
based on our preliminary review of the proposed legislation, it
• any third party websites that such goods or services can be
appears that only relatively minor amendments have been made sold through and the applicable terms and conditions.
to reduce the red tape associated with conducting a franchised
Marketing. Franchisors must provide further disclosure on the
business in Australia.
types of expenses marketing funds are being used for and must
As franchisors will be well aware, considerable time maintain a separate bank account for receipt of the marketing
and resources are spent producing up-to-date disclosure and advertising fees contributed by franchisees.
documentation and complying with a number of procedural
Record keeping. If the new Code requires or allows a
requirements set out in the Code. The majority of these franchisee to give something to a franchisor in writing, the
requirements remain under the revised Code, although the franchisor must retain it (or a copy of it). Also, if a franchisor
following welcome changes have been proposed:
makes a statement or claim in a disclosure document and relies
No need to reissue disclosure documents. Franchisors will on a document to support that statement or claim, the franchisor
not need to reissue disclosure documents in order to comply must keep that supporting document.
with their disclosure obligations if minor changes (or changes to
Extensive details of associates must be disclosed. In
give effect to a franchisee’s request) are made to the franchise addition to outlining each corporate associate of the franchisor
agreement after the franchisor has first issued the disclosure (which is already currently required by the Code), the disclosure
documents.
document will also need to include:
Removal of summary of obligations in disclosure
• a description of the relationship with the corporate associate
document. Franchisors no longer need to summarize the and the relevance of the relationship to the franchise system and
franchisor’s and franchisee’s obligations under the franchise franchise;
agreement.
• details of current proceedings and specific previous
proceedings and offences relating to
associates (including directors of any
corporate associates); and
• the number of businesses similar to
Franchisors cannot include a clause which the franchised business which are owned
or operated in Australia by an associate
attributes the cost of dispute resolution to the of the franchisor.
No renewal statement. If the
franchisees.
franchisee does not have the option to
renew the franchise agreement or extend
the term of the franchise agreement, the
disclosure document must include a
prescribed statement intended to alert
the franchisee to this risk.
Removal of double disclosure requirement. Master
Franchisors will need to make a number of changes to their
franchisors do not need to comply with disclosure requirements disclosure documents to take account of these new requirements.
in respect of sub-franchisees (as such disclosure is already made
Rights of Franchisees to be Bolstered
to the sub-franchisees by the relevant sub-franchisor).
The amended Code bolsters the rights of franchisees in a
Documentation and signatures can be given electronically.
There is express recognition in the Code that any requirements number of significant respects, including as follows:
Restraints on former franchisees not enforceable in
under the Code to provide notices and documents in writing
(including any requirements to provide signed documents) can certain circumstances. A restraint of trade clause in a franchise
be complied with electronically unless the other party has advised agreement (e.g. an obligation on the franchisee to not conduct
otherwise in writing (that is, the default position is that electronic a similar business following termination of the agreement for a
certain duration and in a certain territorial location) will not be
provision of documentation and signatures is acceptable).
However, the following additional requirements are proposed effective if:
• the franchisee had sought to renew the agreement on
to be introduced which increase the regulatory burden on
substantially the same terms and was not in breach of the
franchisors:
Information Statement. Franchisors must provide prospective agreement;
• the franchisor does not renew the agreement; and
franchisees with an information sheet (set out in the Code) which
• either: (1) the agreement did not allow the franchisee to
outlines the risks and rewards of franchising.
Online activities. Further details of the franchisor’s (or any claim compensation in the event that it was not renewed; OR (2)
of its associates’) online trading activities need to be set out the franchisee claimed compensation for non renewal but it was
in the franchise disclosure document, including the impact of merely a nominal amount and did not genuinely compensate the
such activities on the franchisee territory and any profit sharing franchisee.
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Since it is common for franchise agreements to prohibit the
franchisee from claiming compensation at the end of the term,
many restraints are likely to be unenforceable.
Capital expenditure. Subject to a few exceptions (such as
where it is disclosed in the disclosure document or agreed by
a majority of the franchisees), a franchisor must not require a
franchisee to undertake significant capital expenditure during
the term of a franchise agreement. Franchisors will not be able
to require significant capital expenditure (e.g. renovations to
premises) without careful planning.
Marketing contribution by franchisors. If a franchisor
operates one or more units of a franchised business, the
franchisor must pay marketing fees on behalf of each unit on the
same basis as other franchisees.
Disputes. Franchisors cannot include a clause which attributes
the cost of dispute resolution to the franchisees, and franchisors
cannot require franchisees to conduct dispute resolution outside
the state where their franchised business is located (unless
otherwise agreed at the time of the dispute).

Other Key Changes

Revised Franchising Laws

Frances Wheelahan is a partner at Corrs Chambers
Westgarth in Melbourne. Her practice is focused
on intellectual property transactions, ownership,
protection and regulatory compliance issues as well as
IT procurement. She has significant experience in the
franchising sector, having acted for both franchisors
and franchisees over many years. Wheelahan has
acted for some of the largest companies in Australia
and around the world and has in-house experience with a number of well
known organizations.

Matthew Craven is a senior associate at Corrs
Chambers Westgarth in Melbourne and has over ten
year’s experience in the areas of intellectual property,
franchising, technology, IT and telecommunications.
He has acted for well known franchisors, as well as
franchisees, in relation to all aspect of franchising law,
and has also advised on some of Australia’s largest
technology procurement transactions and IP licensing
transactions.

Some of the other key proposed changes to the franchising
laws are as follows:
Obligation of good faith. The Code introduces an express
obligation on parties to a franchise agreement to act towards
another party with good faith. Rather than incorporating the
common law definition of “good faith,” the Code includes a
statutory definition of good faith which (in summary) requires the
parties to act honestly and not arbitrarily, and to cooperate to

apply to a court to seek pecuniary penalties for breaches of those
civil penalty provisions (the amount payable for a breach can be
up to 300 penalty units (which is A$51,000 at the time of writing).
In addition, the ACCC will have the power to issue infringement
notices (which are akin to fines) for lower
amounts of up to A$8,500 for breaches
of those civil penalty provisions. If a
person pays the amount set out in an
The inclusion of a statutory definition of good infringement notice, no proceedings may
be brought against them in relation to
faith introduces a further level of uncertainty the alleged contravention of the Code.
If, however, a person does not pay the
for franchise participants.
amount set out in the infringement notice,
it takes the risk that the ACCC may seek
to have the matter heard in court which
would potentially expose the alleged
wrongdoer to the higher civil penalty
amounts.
achieve the purposes of the franchise agreement in respect of
Removal of short form disclosure document. There will no
any matters arising in relation to the franchise agreement and longer be a short form disclosure document option that can be
the Code. The inclusion of a statutory definition of good faith used by franchisors for lower value franchised businesses. AIP
introduces a further level of uncertainty for franchise participants
as it is not apparent how this good faith requirement will be
construed by the courts.
Further, parties may be liable for civil penalties if they fail to
comply with the good faith obligation in the Code.
However, there is express recognition in the Code that:
• the obligation to act in good faith does not prevent a party
from acting in accordance with their legitimate commercial
interests; and
• if a franchise agreement does not include a clause allowing
the franchisee to renew the franchise, this does not mean that
the franchisor has not acted in good faith in negotiating the
agreement.
The Australian government has released for public
New powers for the ACCC to seek pecuniary penalties
comment a draft of the revised Franchising Code of
and issue infringement notices. A number of civil penalty
Conduct and a bill to amend the relevant franchising
provisions have been included in the Code and the Australian
provisions of the Competition and Consumer Act of 2010.
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) will be able to
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Indian Courts Use
Even-hand to Resolve
Commercial Disparagement
in Film
Filmmakers have recently been hauled into Indian courts by trademark right holders alleging
commercial disparagement, tarnishment of trademark and damage to reputation, among other
things, and seeking injunctive relief. Pravin Anand and Achuthan Sreekumar explain how the
courts have dealt with such scenarios.

his article is an attempt to examine the state of case law
in India that addresses various aspects of trademark law
such as commercial disparagement, infringement, passing
off, dilution, tarnishment, etc, and the affirmative defense of
‘freedom of speech and expression’ in the context of films and
such other audiovisual works.

T

damages. The case law discussed below illustrates how the
Indian courts have dealt with the aforesaid scenarios.

Commercial Disparagement – Case Law

Cases filed against the movie Chakravyuh
Prakash Jha Productions, one of India’s most popular
production houses had produced a
movie titled Chakravyuh. The movie
revolved around the issue of naxalism
(an ideology revolving around various
There have been various instances where Communist guerrilla groups in India)
and its causes. The movie contained a
filmmakers have hauled into court by trademark song which used the name of some of
India’s biggest business conglomerates
owners alleging commercial disparagement.
such as the Tata Group, the Bata Group,
the Reliance Group, etc. The song was
titled Mehngai, meaning Inflation, and
through this song, the filmmakers were
attempting to show that these business
houses have misused the country and its
There have been various instances before the Indian courts resources to meet their selfish needs. The song further alluded
where filmmakers have been hauled into courts by trademark that the common man’s blood fuels the growth of such business
right holders alleging commercial disparagement, infringement houses.
of registered trademarks, dilution and tarnishment of trademark,
The filmmakers said that the song merely depicts the state of
damage to reputation and tarnishment of brand equity, brand affairs of the society and that the song was written in the context
dilution, passing off etc. thereby seeking injunctive relief and of the theme of the movie, and therefore, it ought not to be taken
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as any kind of aspersion against the business houses named
therein. The said business houses approached various courts
around the country seeking an injunction to restrain the movie
so as to remove the objectionable song. In this regard, the High
Court of Delhi passed an injunction order restraining further
screening of the movie until such time the objectionable content
was taken down.

The Court further noted that the fundamental right to speech
and expression as enshrined in the Indian Constitution is not
unbridled as the same is subject to the provisions of Article 19(2)
and hence the state is within its power to make any law in so far
as it imposes the reasonable restrictions to prevent defamation.
Finally, the Court opined that “the law preventing the infringement
of trade mark by way of spoken words is a commercial law
preventing unfair or untrue commercial
speech which may cause injury to the
proprietor which is included within the
ambit of the infringement in order to
The court noted that the fundamental right to prevent disparagement. The said law
prevent disparagement is one of the
speech and expression is not unbridled, and facet of the tort of the defamation and
thus an excepted matter under Article
the state is within its power to make laws to is19(2)
and the state is within its power to
make such law.”
prevent defamation.
The Court distinguished this case
from the Chakravyuh case as the song
in the Chakravyuh case was central to
the theme of the movie. However, in this
case, the objectionable dialogues do not
The matter was appealed to the Supreme Court of India by form a part of the central theme of the movie: in other words, if
way of Special Leave Petition (SLP) (Civil) No.32998/2012. The such objectionable content is taken down, the movie will not be
Supreme Court of India vide order dated December 19, 2012, distorted.
disposed off the SLP, noting at the very outset that naming such
The Court, however, also took note of the fact that as the
people and business houses was in poor taste and could have movie was already released, it would be difficult to take down the
been avoided. However, taking into consideration the movie as objectionable content from the released versions. Nevertheless,
a whole, the Apex Court found that the song was written in the in order to prevent future commission and continuance of the
context of the central theme of the film, and it also appeared that objectionable acts and dialogues, the Court ordered that the
there was no intention in the song to besmirch the reputation of objectionable acts and dialogues should be omitted from any and
the business houses.
all future versions of the movie. This case is sub judice before the
With a view to safeguarding the rights of the business Delhi High Court.
houses, the Apex Court, while categorically noting that the lyrics
indicating the names of certain business houses were in poor G4S Security Services (India) & Anr v.
taste and that the wordings could have been avoided, directed Sohail Maklai Entertainment & Ors
that whenever the song was played, a disclaimer should also run
G4S is one of the largest and most popular security service
alongside the song stating that the names mentioned in the song providers in the country. The issue in essence in this case was
are mere examples and no injury or disrespect is intended to any whether a security guard wearing a G4S badge who was shown
particular person or brand. A pivotal factor that led to the passing sleeping during duty time as part of a scene in a movie amounts
of the order in this case was the fact that the movie had already to commercial disparagement. The plaintiff in this case alleged
been released before the plaintiff could approach the court of first that such a scene would damage the reputation of the G4S
instance.
Group and would lead to dilution of the G4S mark. The plaintiff
also sought damages from the filmmakers.
Hamdard National Foundation & Anr. v. Hussain Dalal & Ors.
As the movie containing this scene was already released, the
The Hamdard Group approached the High Court of Delhi in court noted that it was impossible to blur the objectionable scenes
June 2013 and sought an injunction against the makers of the in such versions. However, recognizing the plaintiff’s rights, the
movie titled Yeh Jawaani Hain Deewani (This Youth is Crazy
in English), stating that the movie contained certain dialogues
showing the famous Indian drink Rooh Afza, a non-alcoholic
concentrated squash made with fruits, herbs and vegetable
extracts, in a manner detrimental to its interests as the proprietor.
The Court opined that a conjoint reading of Sections 2(2)
and 29(9) of the Trade Marks Act show that the legislature
has expressly departed from the ordinary construction of the
expression “use” and opined that “use” under Sections 29(9) has
to be construed to include ‘infringement by way of the spoken
words’ and their ‘visual representation.’ It was further noted
that a cinematograph film is a visual representation containing
sound recordings, dialogues which are presented in the audio
Filmmakers should keep in mind that the medium
and video format before the public at large. Therefore, Section
remains responsible and sensitive to the values and
29 (9) recognizes infringement of registered trademark through
standards of society.
‘spoken words.’
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High Court of Delhi was pleased vide order dated December 20,
2010, to hold that as regards unreleased formats of the movie
in question, the filmmakers will have to take appropriate steps
to blur or obscure the objectionable contents. This matter is sub
judice before the Delhi High Court.
ICICI Bank v. Ashok Thakeria & Ors
Recently, in the case of ICICI Bank v. Ashok Thakeria,
the plaintiff presented before the Delhi High Court a set of
most interesting and different facts as compared to any other
movie-related cases in India. The most important factor that
differentiated this case from all the other cases was the fact that
the plaintiff (ICICI Bank) approached the High Court of Delhi well
before the movie was scheduled to be released.
The plaintiff’s argument was that the trailer of the movie Grand
Masti depicted a burglary scene which was shown taking place
in a bank and that the whole set-up of the bank was identical to
the plaintiff’s bank, because the filmmakers had used the logo
IBIBI, the “i” device, various banners and posters of the plaintiff
as well as the red and white color combination which is typical
of the plaintiff. The plaintiff further claimed that in the event they
are shown in such a negative light, customers will be misled into
believing that ICICI Bank has a weak security system and that
customer deposits are not in safe custody. This would amount to
commercial disparagement that will adversely affect and tarnish
the goodwill, reputation and brand equity associated with the
plaintiff’s well-known trademark ICICI and the “i” device.
After hearing the plaintiff’s arguments, the High Court of Delhi
vide its order dated September 9, 2013, passed an ex parte ad
interim injunction in favour of the plaintiff stating “in light of the
aforesaid observations, I hereby grant an ex parte injunction in
favour of the Plaintiff, directing the Defendants to blur/censor the
disparaging font/content of the movie carrying the marks IBIBI,
the logo similar to the ‘i’ device, and the banner/poster regarding
the ‘Most Trusted Brand Award’ in an identical font, layout and
colour scheme as that of the Plaintiff’s, in its bank robbery scene
and/or any other part/scene of the movie Grand Masti.”
This case, as stated above, stood at a different footing from
all other movie-related cases as the right holder approached the
Court well before the movie was released. This case is also sub
judice before the Delhi High Court.

The Cinematograph Act, 1952

One of the main objects that the Cinematograph Act seeks
to achieve is to examine and certify films as suitable for public
exhibition.
In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-Section 2 of
Section 5B of the Cinematograph Act, 1952, the Government of
India came up with guidelines for certification of films for public
exhibition. These were published in the Official Gazette of India
on December 6, 1991. Section 2 sub-clause (xviii) states that
the Central Board of Film Certification (CBFC) shall ensure that
visuals or words involving defamation of an individual or a body
of individuals, or contempt of court, are not presented through
films.
Therefore, it can be seen that the act provides powers to the
CBFC to screen movies before giving them final approval for
public viewing. All the movies that have been discussed in the
previous section have cleared this screening. Yet, suits have been
filed by right holders complaining of defamation or commercial
disparagement. This shows that there are some gaps in the
system in place at the CBFC level as regards screening movies.
These systems further appear to be very leniently enforced. Such
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a lenient approach has left right holders with no other option but
to approach courts seeking appropriate relief, when our judiciary
is already burdened with a heavy backlog of pending cases.
Such a situation can be avoided if the very basis systems are
robustly implemented.

Conclusion
Even though our Constitution promises freedom of speech
and expression as a fundamental right of each citizen, it is to be
remembered that such a right should not encroach upon the right
and reputation of others. The said freedom is not absolute, and the
state and its courts are entitled to enforce reasonable restrictions
on the exercise of such freedom in the larger interests; one of
such larger interests includes avoiding defamation or commercial
disparagement.
Therefore, while exercising such a right, filmmakers should
keep in mind that the film medium remains responsible and
sensitive to the values and standards of the society and that
defamation of individuals – including dilution, tarnishment or
infringement of trademarks and brand names – is not caused.
Just like what defamation does to an individual, dilution
and tarnishment destroy the immense reputation and goodwill
associated with brands and trademarks. It is a well-known reality
that it takes years to build goodwill and reputation, but it takes
minutes to destroy. AIP
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ASEAN
The Sweet Taste of “MANGO”
is not for Everyone
“Mango” is commonly known as the
juicy stone fruit belonging to the genus
Mangifera. But to others, it means more.
To Consolidated Artists BV, “Mango” is
a trademark symbolic of quality bags,
fashion and accessories. Recently,
MANGO has been the subject of a
dispute before the Office of the Director
General (ODG) of the Intellectual
Property Office of the Philippines
(IPOPHL). In February 2014, the office
dismissed an appeal and upheld the
resolution of the Director of the Bureau
of Legal Affairs (BLA) sustaining the
opposition to Ariston Commercial,
Inc.’s application to register the mark
MANGO.
The
conundrum
started
on
November 11, 2002, when Ariston
filed an application to register the mark
MANGO under Class 14 specifically
for watches. The trademark application
was published in the IPOPHL
Official Gazette on August 18, 2004.
Consolidated Artists opposed the
registration of MANGO by Ariston
alleging that it will be damaged by
the registration. In its opposition,
Consolidated Artists claims that it is
the prior user of the mark MANGO
for jewelry, and that it was issued
Registration No. 4-1997-120403 on
April 12, 2002, for goods under Class
25, which includes, among others
clothing, hat, footwear, shoes, sandals
and slippers. Ariston, on the other
hand, maintained that it was the first to
file the application for registration of the
mark MANGO for watches under Class
14 and that it has prior commercial use
of this mark for watches.
The Director of BLA initially denied
the opposition. However, upon motion
for reconsideration, the earlier decision
was set aside and the opposition was
sustained. The BLA had ruled that
Consolidated Artists had better rights

Anyone can have a mango fruit.
However, the trademark “MANGO”
remains an exclusive property of
Consolidated Artists B.V.
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over the mark MANGO as it had proven
its ownership and prior use of the mark.
Aggrieved, Ariston filed an appeal.
The ODG dismissed the appeal
finding that at the time Ariston filed
its application to register MANGO for
watches under Class 14, Consolidated
Artists was already granted registration
for this mark under Class 25. The fact
that Ariston sought to register the mark
for different goods (watches) was not
sufficient to convince the Director of
the ODG that the allowance of Ariston’s
trademark application for MANGO
would be unlikely to cause confusion.
While Ariston’s goods are different from
the goods covered by Consolidated
Artists’ certificate of registration, the
former’s products may be assumed to
originate from the latter.
This decision is consistent with the
concept of “confusion of business,”
reiterated in a long line of cases decided
by the Supreme Court. Although the
goods of the parties are different, the
defendant’s product is such as might
reasonably be assumed to originate
from the plaintiff, and the public would
then be deceived either into that belief
or into the belief that there is some
connection between the plaintiff and
defendant which, in fact, does not exist.
Therefore, such registration may likely
cause damage to Consolidated Artists
who has no control on the quality of
Ariston’s products. (Sterling Products
International, Inc. v. Farbenfabriken
Bayer Aktiengesellschaf (G.R. No.
L-19906), for example.)
While MANGO may be an ordinary
term, once registered as a trademark,
it becomes protected by the IP Code.
Thus, not even parallel registration or
intra-parallel registration (registration
of same marks applied on the same
goods) would be allowed to unfavorably
ride on the popularity and goodwill that
the mark has earned.
The ODG made a definitive ruling
that the mark MANGO as used by
Consolidated Artists is an arbitrary
mark and it is, thus, surprising and is
unlikely a coincidence that Ariston could
come up with an identical mark. As in
all other cases of colorable imitations,
the unanswered riddle is why, of the
millions of terms and combinations of
letters and designs available, Ariston
had to come up with a mark so closely
similar to another’s mark if there was no
intent to take advantage of the goodwill
generated by the other mark. At the
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time of this writing, no appeal is known
to have been filed for this case.
While the mark MANGO was not
declared an internationally well-known
mark, the ODG sought to prevent
parallel and intra-parallel registration
by sustaining the opposition filed by
Consolidated Artists. This ruling is
significant because it clarifies that prior
filing and use of an arbitrary mark in
the Philippines does not immediately
guarantee registration especially so if
the mark has been appropriated and
registered by another entity. While
the IP Code allows the co-existence
of similar marks (parallel registration)
covering different classes of goods
and services, the rule is not absolute
considering that allowing registration
of the junior mark greatly depends on a
number of factors including the goodwill
earned by the mark itself.
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